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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

A Systematic Approach for Understanding and Modeling the Performance of Network
Security Devices

by

Yordanos Ghebreselassie Beyene

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Computer Science
University of California, Riverside, December 2014

Dr. Chinya Ravishankar, Chairperson

In this dissertation, we attempt to understand and predict the performance

of security devices. More specifically, we examine the following types of questions: (a)

Given a security device, and a traffic load, can we predict the performance of the device?

(b) Given a traffic load and a security device, how can we tune the performance of the

device to achieve the desired trade-off between security and performance? We consider

both stateful firewalls and Network Intrusion Prevention systems (NIPS). For stateful

firewalls we focus on three enterprise class firewalls from Hewlett Packard, SonicWall,

and Fortinet. For NIPS we focus on the most widely deployed open Network Intrusion

Detection and Prevention system, Snort.

Despite an increase in deployment of security devices, and their increasing

complexity to detect ever more sophisticated network attacks, there have been lim-

ited studies to understand latencies introduced by these devices to Networks. Vendors

release performance datasheets that often display the best performance numbers, by

conducting measurements with unrealistic traffic profiles, and configurations that don’t

represent real networks. This practice forces buyers to make purchasing decisions based

on guesses, which may cause them to end up buying costly products that they don’t
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need, or to buy underperforming products that could potentially introduce bottlenecks

in their networks. The main purpose of our work is to assist system administrators in

selecting security devices that meet their networks’ current and future performance re-

quirements. We also examined the performance impact of key configuration parameters

and provide deployment tips to tune Snort for improved performance. Besides we cover

the performance and security limitations of Snort.

In this study, we develop two separate models: i) SyFi for stateful firewalls and

ii) PreNIPS for Network Intrusion Prevention systems. The stateful firewall model is

based on measurements conducted on two enterprise-grade stateful firewalls and a third

enterprise-grade stateful firewall was used to validate the finding. Our evaluation on

a third firewall shows that our model can estimate throughput across different traffic

profiles with over 94% accuracy. PreNIPS is based on measurements conducted on a

Snort deployment with several HTTP packet traces, and validated with HTTP packet

traces captured from a different website. Our measurements show PreNIPs has over

89% accuracy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Security solutions are becoming an inevitable part of deploying networks as a

result of increasingly sophisticated network threats. Security appliances have evolved

from simple packet filtering engines which inspect incoming and outgoing packet headers

to deep packet inspection engines with pattern-matching capability. The demand for

deep packet inspection has introduced significant latency in packet processing.

Despite the growing complexity of security appliances, and the fact that they

are placed at critical locations in networks and can choke an entire network, there

have been limited studies to understand their impact on network performance. In this

dissertation, we study the performance impact of two types of devices: (a) Stateful

Firewalls which inspect packet headers to enforce a security policy, and (b) Network

Intrusion Prevention Systems (NIPS) which inspect packet headers and payload to detect

malicious traffic.

We elaborate on the state of the art regarding the performance of such devices

here, and we also provide a more extensive overview in chapter 5. To the best of

our knowledge, there is no systematic approach to predict the performance of security
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devices for different traffic mixes either from the commercial or research community.

The commercial datasheets report unrealisticly high throughput numbers, in bytes, by

using traffic profiles designed to maximize performance, such as large UDP packets.

Clearly, this does not reflect a real world traffic mix, which involve different protocols

and packet sizes. Furthermore, third-party testing agencies such as NSS [31] measure

firewall performance using a pre-defined traffic mix which, while a step in the right

direction, has its limitations as the results are not applicable for a network that may

have a different traffic mix. The focus of the research community has mainly been on

improving performance of both firewalls and NIPS devices. Firewall studies include

optimization of firewall rule set [1, 2, 3], detecting firewall rule conflicts [9, 12, 13],

and developing a mechanism or architecture to make firewalls efficient and to prevent

errors from happening [21, 22, 23, 24]. Researchers have also looked extensively at

hardware accelerators [49, 50], and parallelization [58, 59, 60] to enhance performance

of NIPS. Perhaps the most closely related studies [62, 63, 65, 66] focus on maintaining

NIPS function in real time during an overloaded situation. Dreger et al. [65] developed

nidsconf, a tool that examines Intrusion Detection Systems resource utilization and

derives inline configurations that prevent bursts of packet drops due to spikes in CPU

and memory utilization.

In this dissertation, we attempt to understand and predict the performance

of security devices. More specifically, we examine the following types of questions: (a)

Given a security device, and a traffic load, can we predict the performance of the device?

(b) Given a traffic load and a security device, how can we tune the performance of the

device to achieve the desired trade-off between security and performance? As mentioned

above, we consider both stateful firewalls and NIPS. For stateful firewalls, we focus on

three commercial firewalls from Hewlett Packard, SonicWall, and Fortinet. For NIPS we
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focus on the most widely deployed open Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention

system, Snort. The main purpose of our work is to assist a system administrator in

selecting security device that meets their current and future performance requirements.

We also provide some tips to tune Snort to improve its performance.

In the second chapter, we develop a simplified but highly accurate model, SyFi,

that predicts firewall performance in packet per second (pps) or bytes per second (bps)

for any traffic profile. To achieve this, we first conduct an extensive experimental study

of what parameters affect the performance of firewalls, and how, with an extensive

real-world testbed. We are then able to develop a concise way for profiling traffic and

predicting the performance of a firewall.

In more detail, we study the performance impact of the three commercial state-

ful firewalls with different traffic types and configurations. Those firewalls run propri-

etary software, and are examined as black boxes. Initially, we make several performance

measurements with two of the firewalls to identify key parameters that affect firewall per-

formance. The parameters examined include number of concurrent connections, packet

size, protocol type, and Access Control List (ACL). We then develop a systematic model,

SyFi, that predicts performance of firewalls for a given traffic profile. Finally, we use

the third firewall to validate our model.

The experiments identify four types of packets that impose different loads on

the firewalls. Surprisingly, we find packet size and number of concurrent connections

have negligible impact on performance. In essence, we find that we only need to measure

four parameters that correspond to four distinct packet types: TCP SYN packets, TCP

data packets, first UDP packets of a flow, and subsequent UDP packets of a flow.

Having a better understanding through these observations, we develop a sim-

plified but highly accurate model, SyFi. This model requires that we measure cost for
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the four packet types mentioned above ”only once”, and this is enough to predict the

performance for any traffic profile. The model is validated with four different workloads

using a third commercial firewall. The results show the model has over 94% accuracy.

In the third chapter we develop PreNIPS, a systematic measurement-driven

approach to predict the throughput of a Snort deployment for a given traffic mix. Our

approach consists of three steps: (a) determining traffic classes, (b) measuring processing

time for key packet types for each traffic class, and (c) developing a model to predict

performance for an arbitrary mix of these traffic classes. A key aspect of our approach is

to classify traffic into different classes to imporove accuracy. One mechanism is to define

a class for each application-level protocol. This is motivated by the fact that packets

from each network protocol (e.g. http, mail etc) are processed differently, as Snort rules

are applied to traffic with matching port numbers. The traffic classification can be

further refined to more specialized classes which exhibit predictable packet processing

behavior in order to improve the accuracy of the model. Our approach requires a one-

time packet processing measurement for each Snort deployment, since we find that there

are subtleties in each deployment (Snort configuration and hardware) that cannot be

generalize for all deployments.

As a proof of concept, our measurements focus on HTTP traffic, which includes

HTTP text, and HTTP video packet traces from the CraigList, Wikipedia, and YouTube

websites. We use distinct packet traces to train and test our model to confirm its

accuracy. We instrument the Snort code to measure the average processing time for

control, data and re-assembled packets for both types of classes using the training data.

We validate the model results with actual measurements using the test packet traces.

Our results show PreNIPS predicts measured performance with an accuracy of 89% or

higher. We focus on HTTP traffic as it is the dominant traffic in the Internet, and 62%
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of the Snort rules are applied against this traffic. The advantage of our method is that

we measure packet cost for each class of traffic once, but then we can use PreNIPS to

predict performance for any traffic mix of the traffic classes.

In the fourth chapter, we develop practical guidelines for tuning the perfor-

mance of Snort based on an extensive study of how different Snort parameters affect

network performance. Through this study, we also identify limitations and trade-offs

that a system administrator faces while using a Snort deployment.

We conduct extensive measurements of an appropriately-instrumented Snort

deployment with HTTP traffic to quantify the performance impact of two key Snort

parameters, flow inspection depth and Snort rules. The key results can be summarized

as follows. First we find that flow inspection depth parameter is applied to every packet

and every reassembled content of a flow, and as a result we identify that the packet

processing cost can be estimated by two-linear regimes depending on the value of the

flow inspection depth. Second the impact of the size of rules seems to follow the law

of “diminishing returns”; adding more rules has a slight incremental increase on the

processing cost. For example, in our deployment we observed adding 766 Web Activex

rules increases the processing cost by only 6%. Third re-ordering of Snort rules does not

have noticeable performance impact.

Finally, we discuss three key limitations of Snort that we observed while con-

ducting extensive Snort performance studies with HTTP packet traces. The first major

limitation is that Snort cannot be configured to inspect limited payload of a flow despite

the misleadingly named configurable parameter - flow inspection depth - which makes

effective performance tuning impossible. The second major limitation is that Snort

may not detect malicious network traffic that spans across packets. It does inspect re-

assembled HTTP data in chunks (default value: 16000 bytes), but a crafted attack that
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spans across different re-assembled HTTP data can bypass the Snort detection engine.

The third major limitation arises due to the fact that Snort doesn’t take advantage of

multiple cores as it is a single thread process. In our deployment, we observed 80% per-

formance improvement when we run two instances of Snort instead of one, with a dual

core system. This is an effective mechanism to improve performance of Snort without

security trade-off, though load balancing network traffic across CPUs can be a challenge.
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Chapter 2

Understanding and modeling the

Performance of Stateful Firewalls

2.1 Overview

Although firewalls are ubiquitous, there is no standardized and consistent way

to report the performance of these devices in the industry today. The current perfor-

mance datasheets are designed for marketing and provide inflated throughput measure-

ments obtained under unrealistic scenarios. As a result, sysadmin lack usable metrics

to select a device that best meets their needs.

In this chapter, we develop a systematic approach to estimate the performance

offered by stateful firewalls. To do so, we first identify the characteristics of a network’s

traffic which affect firewall performance. We conduct extensive experiments with two

enterprise firewalls and a commercial traffic generator in a wide range of configurations

and traffic profiles. Based on the observations from our measurements, we develop a

model that enables any sysadmin to estimate the performance one can expect from a

particular stateful firewall when deployed in the sysadmin’s network. Our model ties
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together a succinct set of network traffic characteristics and firewall benchmarks. We

validate our model with a third enterprise-grade firewall; it predicts firewall throughput

across a range of traffic profiles with less than 6% error under normal operation and less

than 10% error when the network is under a SYN flooding attack.

2.2 Introduction

Which firewall will meet the throughput requirement of our network?

Currently, a customer shopping for a firewall cannot find a good answer to this

basic question as explained above. The problem we focus on in this work is how we

can assess the performance of a firewall in a meaningful way. The input to the problem

is a traffic profile and a firewall, and we want to find the maximum throughput of the

firewall for that type of traffic profile. By traffic profile, we mean a high-level description

of the traffic: type of applications, traffic mix, flow and packet level characteristics.

Identifying which aspects of the traffic affect the performance of the firewall is part of

the contribution of this work. Furthermore, note that we focus on stateful firewalls.

A stateful firewall builds a dynamic session table by creating an entry for every new

flow to trace the validity of packets by correlating them to earlier requests. Typically, a

stateful firewall creates a session for every new flow when it receives a TCP SYN or the

first UDP packet of a flow, and a firewall rule policy must exist that allows the traffic

to pass, otherwise the traffic packet is discarded. The firewall forwards valid incoming

and outgoing packet that belong to an active flow/session in the firewall 1. We describe

stateful firewalls and flows in more detail in section 2.3.

1Note that we use the term flow to represent a series of packets that belong to an end-to-end conver-
sation, and contain the typical five tuple (source and destination IP addresses along with the protocol
and ports used). A stateful firewall has a configurable connection timeout after which inactive flows are
terminated.
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Figure 2.1: Maximum Throughput across Firewalls with different traffic profiles

Our goal instead is to develop a meaningful way to characterize the performance

of stateful firewalls. Our approach is motivated by the observation that the performance

a sysadmin can expect from a firewall depends on characteristics of both network traffic

at the target network and the firewall’s hardware/software. For example, Figure 2.1

shows the throughput obtained with three enterprise-grade firewalls on three different

traffic profiles. We see that the choice of the best firewall depends on the traffic profile,

and there is no firewall that performs best in all cases.

In this chapter, we first experiment with two enterprise firewalls to determine

the characteristics of network traffic that impact their performance. We find that packet

sizes and the number of active flows/sessions have minimal impact on the firewall’s

performance. On the other hand, our measurements show that the protocol and packet

type make a significant difference; both firewalls incur much higher processing overhead

1) with TCP packets as compared to UDP and 2) with packets that initiate new sessios

on firewalls compared to data packets that belong to an existing session.

We use these observations to develop a simple model of stateful firewall per-
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formance. Our model ties together two inputs. The first input is a profile of the traffic

at the customer’s network. Our prescription for how this profile is specified stems from

our observations on the different categories into which we need to classify packets based

on the resource requirements they impose on the firewall. Our model’s second input

includes measurements of the computational costs incurred by a firewall monitoring

these different types of packets. We believe firewall vendors should be specifying these

computational costs in their datasheets, rather than the marketing-oriented throughput

numbers they currently do.

We validate our model with a third firewall, different from the two used to

derive our model. We apply our model to a range of traffic profiles and find that in

each case, our model’s estimate of the throughput is within 6% of measured values. We

also evaluate our model’s ability to predict a firewall’s performance when subjected to a

SYN flood attack, and here too, its estimates of throughput are accurate with an error

below 10% across traffic profiles.

The key contributions of this chapter can be summarized in the following

points.

a. What parameters affect firewall performance. We highlight the key

findings from our experimental study:

1. Packet size has negligible impact, thus it makes sense to focus on computing

throughput in number of packets rather than in bytes.

2. Application type does not matter: what matters is the transport layer protocol

(TCP versus UDP), and knowing how many new flows are created (first flow

packets versus subsequent packets).

3. The number of concurrent flows has negligible impact on performance.
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4. The size of the firewall rule set, commonly referred to as Access Control List

(ACL), can affect the performance in some cases. We discuss 2 this at length in

section 2.7.

b. Estimating firewall performance for a traffic profile. We develop

a predictive method based on the above observations from our experimental study.

Namely, we focus on the overhead costs for four types of packets: (a) the first TCP

packet of a flow (TCP SYN), (b) the subsequent packets of a TCP flow, (b) the first

packet of a UDP flow, and (d) the subsequent packets of a UDP flow.

Our approach works in steps:

Step 1. Calculate experimentally the four overhead costs mentioned above.

This step is done only once.

Step 2. Given a traffic profile, extract the percentage of each of the four types

of packets.

Step 3. Calculate the expected throughput for this traffic in terms of pack-

ets/second.

Step 4. (Optional) Translate the packet/second throughput to application

level throughput (e.g. number of HTTP flows).

An interesting feature of our approach is that it calculates the overhead of

processing a packet experimentally and by treating the firewall as a black box as we

show in section 2.4. The bottleneck could be any internal resource, such as the CPU or

some internal bus.

Our work in perspective. The goal of this work is ambitious: we want to

establish a model and an approach to change the way we report firewall throughput

2Given that the operation of ACL and the optimizations that one can perform (i.e. in ordering the
rules) can affect the performance, we propose to establish benchmarks that isolate the performance of
the firewall from the ACL, as a first order of approximation.
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by: (a) making the prediction of firewall throughput a straightforward calculation, and

(b) improving the current meaningless industry-wide throughput calculations towards

honest trace-specific reporting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that

has tried to predict firewall throughput as a function of the target traffic profile, while

eliminating the need for repeating costly and time-consuming real experiments.

Note that beyond performance, the choice of firewall will also depend on its

security and stability aspects such as how the device handles attacks and stress [31, 35],

which is beyond the scope of this work.

2.3 Stateful Firewall Operations

Understanding the basic operations of a stateful firewall is necessary to under-

stand the issues that arise in performance evaluation, and some of the challenges to our

approach.

A stateful firewall secures a private network by keeping track of flows and

enforcing security policies. We use the term flow in its commonly-used sense, to refer

to a stream of packets exchanged between end-to-end systems with the same five basic

tuples: source and destination IP address, source and destination port, and protocol

type.

Note that we use the terms session and flow interchangeably, since session is

the term used in the firewall industry to correspond to flow at the network layer. A

stateful firewall inspects all incoming and outgoing packets and decides to: (a) discard

a packet, or (b) accept a packet. The decision is based on a sequence of the firewall

rule set and state table. For example, a firewall may reject flows from a particular IP

address, or a particular port or application. The first UDP packet and TCP SYN packet
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of an admissible flow creates an entry in the firewall session table, which keeps track of

flow information, such as packet sequence numbers. Note that creating a new entry in

the session table is a more expensive operation compared to processing a packet within

an existing flow, which we quantify in section 2.4.

We outline the fundamental operations of a stateful firewall in Figure 2.2, which

we explain below. Note that firewalls may do more specific tasks but here we focus on

the key common functions.

Figure 2.2: The basic functions of a stateful firewall.

Step 1. Incoming and outgoing packet headers are examined against the

firewall session table which maintains active flows. If a packet doesn’t belong to an

active flow, then it is skipped to step 3. Otherwise it goes to step 2.

Step 2. The packet is further profiled against the information stored in the

firewall session table to validate its legitimacy. If the packet is deemed legitimate, it is

forwarded, otherwise it is discarded.

Step 3 Before creating a new session entry for a packet we consider the firewall
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rule set (known as Access Control List - ACL). The firewall rules are a series of deny

and permit rules that stem from a security policy. If the packet matches a DENY rule,

it is discarded, otherwise it goes to step 4.

Step 4. A new entry is created in the firewall session table, the appropriate

state information is stored, and the packet is transmitted.

We highlight a few subtle functions and implementation issues of a stateful

firewall, which we discuss in our work.

The size of the session table. There is a limit on the maximum number of

flow entries in the session table. This limits the number of concurrent flows the firewall

can handle, however, the table size is usually very large, and its limit is typically not

reached. A key function that helps keep the table size in check is the removal of idle

flows, which we discuss next.

Firewall session time-out: Firewalls remove a flow from their session table

if the session timeout expires. We refer to this timer as firewall time-out or FTO.

Once a session is removed from the firewall table, any subsequent packet is considered

as a packet of a new flow and is treated as such, and we will use the term flow restart

to describe this phenomenon. Firewalls also remove a flow entry from their table when

end-point hosts decide to close the connection with a FIN or RST packet.

In most practical deployments, firewalls have different time-out values for TCP

and UDP flows. The TCP default timeout is usually higher than the UDP timeout. For

example, the HP TMS z1 firewall, which we study here, comes with 60 sec for UDP and

600 sec for TCP flows. The trade-off is obvious: short time-outs will over-aggressively

remove flow entries, stressing the CPU of the firewall by re-creating new entries, while

large time-outs stress the session table size to the extent that it reaches its maximum

limit, and hence can’t process new flows.
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How does a time-out affect the performance of a flow? Restarting a flow due

to a time out has the following effects. For a UDP flow, the next packet will incur the

cost of setting up a session entry. For a TCP flow, the effect can be more severe: an

application needs to send a new TCP-SYN packet to recreate a session in the firewall

session table. Until this happens, any other packets of that flow are discarded. For this

reason, most performance-conscious applications send “keep alive messages” to avoid

being timed out by a firewall.

2.4 Understanding Firewall Performance

We start by examining which factors affect the performance of a stateful fire-

wall in practice. We conduct focused experiments for each factor in isolation on two

commercial enterprise-level firewalls, which we describe below. This study forms the

basis for developing SyFi, the Predictive Firewall Throughput model, which we describe

in section 2.5.

In the introduction, we provide an overview of our results. The most important

ones are highlighted below:

a. Packet rate (versus bytes/second) is a primary parameter for firewall perfor-

mance, and it should be the basis for reporting the performance. Because packet size has

minimal effect on performance, throughput in bytes/second adds a layer of obfuscation.

b. The per-packet overhead is different for TCP and UDP packets. Thus, we

need to estimate the cost for each type of packet separately. Furthermore, the first

packet of the flow incurs more cost than subsequent packets.

c. Packets that establish new sessions on a firewall cost orders of magnitude

more than packets that belong to active sessions in the firewall.
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d. CPU utilization is the bottleneck for commercial-grade firewalls in the

scenarios that we tried.

Below we present our experimental testbed and how we conduct our experi-

ments.

The two enterprise-level firewalls: We conduct experiments on two com-

mercial firewalls: (a) SonicWall E5500 [39], and (b) Fortinet Fortigate-ONE [40].

SonicWALL E5500 is a network security appliance with 8 interfaces of 1 Gbps. Fortinet

FortiGate-ONE is a blade-type device designed to secure Procurve switches. The Procurve

switch that is directly connected to the blade-type SonicWALL E5500 firewall has 24

interfaces of 1 Gbps each, whereas the blade has a 10 Gbps back plan. Thus, theoreti-

cally the SonicWall E5500 device can process 8 Gbps and the SonicWALL E5500 firewall

can processes 10 Gbps each. In real scenarios, the devices perform far lower than these

theoretical values, as CPU is the bottleneck as we discuss later.

Though both devices come with additional security features such as intrusion

detection, here we focus on one of the common deployment scenarios for these devices

where they are configured to run as a stateful firewall. This reflects the current status

quo in which most customers rely on separate application-aware filtering devices to sit

behind stateful firewalls [38], rather than bundling both features on the same device.

Note that the devices are not selected based on cost or hardware specification, because

the purpose of this study is not to compare the firewalls, but rather to ensure that our

observations are not unique to any one firewall.

We want to make clear that the purpose of our experiments is not to compare

the stateful firewalls. The intention is to ensure that the observations that we derive

are not unique to any one firewall and our comments and discussion focus on this goal.

The traffic generator: We used the BreakingPoint Systems (BPS) traffic
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generation tool to generate the traffic for our experiments. BreakingPoint [35] is the

leading test tool designed to simulate the conditions needed to accurately measure and

analyze the performance, security, and stability of network devices such as routers, fire-

walls, and servers. The BPS version we used for the experiment can generate up to

30 million simultaneous sessions, 1.5 million sessions per second, and 16 Gbps of state-

ful blended application traffic with over 130 application protocols. It has an extensive

feature set that enabled us to generate traffic from different applications and with dif-

ferent packet sizes. It generated more than enough (16 Gbps) traffic to stress-test the

performance of the firewalls.

Test traffic and test setup: In our experiments, we varied extensively:

packet generation rate, session rate, packet sizes, and the transport protocol of the

packets. We focused on TCP and UDP packets, which are known to constitute the

majority of Internet traffic, reportedly as high as 97% of the traffic with 83% TCP

and 14% UDP [33]. However, our approach could also be extended to consider other

protocols such as ICMP.

In our experiments, we used 8 interfaces of 1Gbps for each firewall, matched

in pairs as input and output. Going by the interface specification, SonicWall E5500

can receive up to 8 Gbps, and Fortinet can receive up to 10 Gbps traffic. However,

our aggregate maximum of 8 Gbps was more than enough to reach firewall processing

capacity. The BPS generates the test traffic and is used as the source and destination,

and we use a Class B IP address space for all source and destination addresses. We

also adopt the industry-wide convention to calculate the performance as the sum of the

packets or bytes transmitted across all interfaces irrespective of their direction (i.e. from

inside the network going outside or vice versa) with zero packet loss. Finally, the traffic

generator keeps track of the number of transmitted and received packets and can report
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packet drops.

Given that the operation of an ACL (it only affects the first packet of a flow)

and the optimizations that one can perform (i.e. in ordering the rules) can affect the

performance, we propose to establish benchmarks that isolate the performance of the

firewall from the ACL, as a first order of approximation. We do a separate series of

experiments to identify the effect that the ACL has on performance in section 2.7. In

the same section, we discuss issues in assessing firewall performance considering the ACL

operation.

2.4.1 Packet size has negligible impact on packet rate

Firewall performance vs. network capacity: Given that our goal was

to analyze the performance of the firewall, we wanted to alleviate any artifacts that

would be introduced due to input/output limitations. In fact, this is definitely the case

in an enterprise setting, where the networking infrastructure is amply provisioned. For

instance, if a firewall device is connected to the Internet via 100 Mbps link then the

maximum throughput of the firewall is limited to 100 Mbps. In such a case, the related

buffer that stores packets for that interface will overflow and appear erroneously as the

bottleneck, when it is the line speed that creates the problem. If our goal was to study

the performance of the firewall as a device, it made sense to alleviate artifacts from a

limited network capacity.

We use the following terminology in this paper.

Maximum session rate: the maximum number of sessions per second that

the firewall can establish.

Maximum packet rate: the maximum number of packets per second the

firewall can process.
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Concurrent sessions: We use this term to refer to the number of active

sessions in the firewall session table.

CPU Usage Percentage: CPU usage percentage is the CPU utilization,

which in the case of multiprocessor devices is calculated over all processors.

We present our experiments and our observations in detail.

Using our testbed, we measure the impact of packet size on firewall perfor-

mance. Specifically, we measure the firewall packet rate for different packet sizes.

The Maximum Packet Rate Procedure (MPRP): Here we describe a

procedure to measure the maximum packet rate of the firewall, which we will use again

in conducting other experiments.

1. Initialize: We start with 1 flow that sends 10,000 packets every second.

2. Repeat: Every 60 seconds, we add 1 new flow that sends 10,000 packets

per second.

3. Stop: We stop when packets start to drop.

The maximum packet rate is the maximum packet rate before we start having

packet drops. Note that every flow stays active until the experiment stops, so the number

of packets per second increases by 10,000 every 60 seconds.

We found that the specific numbers used here (10k packets/second, 60 seconds)

provide enough granularity and time for the system to stabilize and to allow us to

detect the termination point with reasonable accuracy. For reference, consider that the

maximum packet rate is in the order of hundreds of thousands of packets per second.

Furthermore, the 10k packets/second is a number dictated by the device: it is the upper

sending limit of a single flow. For this reason, we cannot have a single flow and increase

its packet rate, which would have been ideal. Due to the device limitation, we need

more flows, for example, at least 40 sessions to generate 400k packets/second. Although
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(b) UDP PacketRate

Figure 2.3: Maximum Packet Rate with different packet sizes

the creation of new sessions adds some overhead, that theoretically reduces the packet

rate; the ratio of packets per session is so high that the added overhead is negligible.

Packet size does not affect the maximum packet rate. We vary the

packet size from 64, 256, 512, 1024 an 1518 Bytes. Figures 2.3a and 2.3b illustrate the

results of our experiments for TCP and UDP packets respectively. Both figures show

that packet size has negligible impact on the maximum packet rate. The maximum

packet rate declines by less than 3% when the TCP frame size increases from 64 Byte

to 1518 Byte and the variation is less than 5% for UDP.

Our measurements as a firewall debugging tool. We observed an isolated

incident with the Fortinet firewall where packet rate drops were larger than expected

when the packet size was 1518 Bytes and that drop is nearly 20%. Intrigued by this,

we conducted experiments with 1280 Bytes packet size for Fortinet (not shown) and the

drop was within 5%. A drop of over 10% because of an addition of less than 250 Bytes is

hard to justify. Therefore, we believe this to be some implementation inefficiency, that

would relate to packet size functions (i.e. writing or reading to memory).

CPU utilization and packet loss. We have some early indications that the
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CPU utilization could very well be the bottleneck. In all test cases, we observed packet

loss when CPU utilization reached 100%. However, interestingly, note that our approach

is agnostic to the specific bottleneck resource as it treats the firewall as a black box.

Note that since all firewalls display instant CPU usage in percentages, CPU can also be

used to characterize performance, specifically when it is the bottleneck.

How to cheat in reporting firewall performance. Given that packet

size does not affect the maximum packet rate, it is clear that one can maximize the

throughput in Bytes/second by using the maximum packet size possible.

2.4.2 Concurrent sessions have minimal effect

Does the number of active sessions affect the performance of a firewall?

One would expect that it would, since every packet that comes to the firewall

is matched against the firewall session table to check whether it is part of an existing

flow before it is forwarded. Surprisingly the results from both firewalls reveal the impact

is negligible.

Concurrent sessions affect the packet rate minimally. We present two

scenarios which we believe show the best and worst case scenario. In the discussion, we

will introduce a specific group of sessions, which we call background sessions, which

have state in the firewall, but they do not send any packets after being created. We

ensure that the session timeout on the firewall is long enough (5 minutes) that they do

not expire before the test completes. In addition, we have sessions that do send packets,

and we call those regular sessions.

Scenario 1 (best case): The background sessions are created first. We create a

number of background sessions, and then we start the Maximum Packet Rate Procedure
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(b) Background sessions created last.

Figure 2.4: The effect of the number of active concurrent sessions on maximum packet
rate is negligible
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Figure 2.5: Session versus Packet Rate.

as described in section 2.4.2. We repeat the test varying the number of background

sessions from 0, 100k, 200k, ..., 500k.

Interestingly, the results from the two devices reveal packet rate was unaffected

by the number of active sessions on the firewall table. In figure 2.4a, we plot the results

of this experiment. It is quite clear that the background sessions have practically no

effect.

Scenario 2 (worst case): The background sessions are created after the regular

ones. Here, we create the regular sessions first, we create the background sessions later,
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and then we measure the packet rate throughput using the MPRP of section

. In figure 2.4b, we plot the maximum packet rate while we vary the number

of background sessions as above.

Interestingly, in this case, we see a slight packet rate decline as the number

of background sessions increases. This behavior was observed in both devices. The

maximum packet rate decline measured was 2.5%, and it happened when the background

sessions increased to 500k.

Based on the results, it seems both devices are optimized for newer sessions,

placing them at the “top” of the session table for easy retrieval. In scenario 2, the

regular sessions are older, they are “lower” in the table, so accessing the session entries

incurs more overhead.

We also conducted some experiments with the background sessions and the

regular sessions interspersed, and the impact was negligible.

2.4.3 Creating a session is costly

Here, we compare the overhead of establishing a flow (think the first packet

of the flow) compared to processing subsequent packets of the same flow. We do this

by comparing the maximum session rate against the maximum packet rate as described

below.

The Maximum Session Rate Procedure (MSRP). We first measure the

maximum session rate for UDP with a variation of the Maximum Packet Rate Procedure.

We start with 5k flows every second and increase the rate by 1k very 60 seconds until

the firewall starts dropping packets. Thus in the first cycle the firewall received 5k new

sessions every second, during the second cycle it received 6k flows every second, and so

on. Note that each flow consists of one UDP packet, so every packet creates a new UDP
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Figure 2.6: Session versus Packet Rate.

session in the firewall. The maximum session rate is the maximum flow the firewall can

establish every second before we start having packet drops.

The maximum TCP session rate is computed using the same procedure as

UDP, with the exception that the flows sent from the traffic-generating tools are TCP

SYN packets without data packets.

When running the session rate tests make sure that firewall sessions are cleared

before starting a new experiment, and also adjust connection timeout to make sure that

the packet loss is caused due to the firewall packet processing limitations, and not by

the session table filling.

The maximum UDP and TCP packet rate is calculated using the Maximum

Packet Rate Procedure described in section 3.1.

The first packet of a session “costs” significantly more. In figure 2.6a,

we plot the maximum UDP session rate and the maximum UDP packet rate with the

y-axis representing a simple count of packets or sessions for both firewalls.

Similarly, the results for TCP packets are shown in figure 2.6b.

Clearly, if the cost of the first packet of the session was the same as of a sub-
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sequent packet, the session rate and the packet rate would have been equal. The large

difference between sessions and packets is indicative of the much higher cost of establish-

ing a session compared to processing a subsequent packet. For instance, SonicWall can

process up to 277,500 TCP packets per second, but it can establish only 30,000 new TCP

sessions per second. For Fortinet, the difference is even higher. It can process 665,000

TCP packets per second, but it can establish 11,250 new TCP sessions per second.

Interestingly, we see the difference between creating a TCP session and pro-

cessing a TCP packet for Fortinet to be similar as for UDP flows, while the difference

for the Sonic Wall has increased. These variations are not surprising, since each firewall

has different procedures for handling TCP and UDP sessions and their related packets.

2.4.4 Transport protocol matters

We want to determine if TCP and UDP packets and flows cause the same

overhead on the firewall.

Establishing a TCP connection is more expensive than a UDP con-

nection. We start by measuring the maximum session rate for TCP and UDP flows

using the Maximum Session Rate Procedure described in section 2.4.3. In figure 2.7a,

we plot the maximum session rate for TCP and UDP for each firewall. The difference

between the two types of flow varies from roughly a factor of 3 for SonicWall, to almost

the same for Fortinet. From an overhead point of view, the lower the measured session

rate, the costlier the establishment of a session. These differences can be attributed to

the software and hardware differences between the firewalls.

Processing a subsequent TCP packet is slightly more expensive than

a subsequent UDP packet. We measure the maximum packet rate for TCP and
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Figure 2.7: TCP versus UDP: Maximum Packet Rate and Session Rate.

UDP flows with the Maximum Packet Rate Procedure as described in section 2.4.2. In

figure 2.7b, we plot the maximum packet rate for TCP and UDP for each firewall. We

observe that SonicWALL TCP packet rate is about 15% lower than the UDP packet

rate whereas for Fortinet it is only about 4%. The packet size for this experiment was

64 bytes, but similar results are observed with different packet sizes.

Finally, we varied application level properties, such as the generating applica-

tion or sender and receiver port numbers, but we did not observe significant performance

impact.

2.5 SyFi: Our Performance Model

We describe a systematic approach for estimating the performance of a given

firewall. The input is a firewall and a traffic profile, and the output is the maximum

throughput of the firewall in either packets per second or in metrics that a user prefers.

Let us first define and discuss some important concepts.

Network Traffic flow. A flow is a sequence of packets with the same five

tuple (source address and port, destination address and port, and protocol). Given
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our firewall-centric approach, and the possibility of a firewall time-out, a flow may be

treated by the firewall as multiple flows, We discussed the issue of firewall time-outs for

idle flows in section 2.3. We also revisit this issue later in this section, when we discuss

how we can create the traffic profile given a data trace.

The four packet types and the packet type mix. Our approach is based

on the observations from our experiment in section 2.4. As a result, we focus on primary

factors: the four packet types, which we denote with Tt t = 1, 2, 3, 4. The four packet

types are: a) the first TCP packet of a flow (TCP SYN packets), (b) the subsequent

packets of a TCP flow, (b) the first packet of a UDP flow, and (d) the subsequent packets

of a UDP flow. Note that we follow a firewall-centric approach: a packet is a “first”

packet of the flow, if the firewall creates a new flow entry upon its arrival (see section

2.5.2 below).

A key parameter for the model is the packet type mix: the probability, Pt,

that a packet is of type Tt, for t = 1, 2, 3, 4. Our core calculations rely on these Pt

probabilities (which, naturally, one could multiply with 100 and use as percentages).

Recall that the packet size, firewall session size, and application level protocol

type seem to have minimal effect on performance as we saw in section 2.4. Furthermore,

we defer any discussion on the impact of the firewall ACL size as the order of the rules

can be optimized to minimize overhead. These details are covered in section 2.7.

Traffic profile. By traffic profile, we mean a high level description of the

traffic: type of applications, traffic mix, flow and packet level characteristics, such as

average number of packets per type of flow, or average packet size per type of flow. Note

that a traffic profile should contain enough detail so that we can calculate the packet

type mix (the Pt probabilities).

Firewall cost per packet type. Based on our measurements, each packet
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type, Tt, induces an overhead or cost on the firewall, which we denote by packet type

cost Ct. Given our observation in section 2.4, that CPU is the bottleneck, we use as

cost the CPU utilization that the processing of the packet requires. Note that if in some

other device or scenario, the bottleneck is some other resource, then we can use the

utilization of that resource as the cost.

Figure 2.8: Systematic Firewall Throughput Approach

Our approach consists of several steps, which we present visually in Fig. 2.8:

Step 1. We calculate experimentally the cost, Ct, t = 1, 2, 3, 4, for each of the

four packet types. Note that this step is resource-intensive, but in our case it is done

only once for each firewall device.

Step 2. Given a traffic profile, we calculate the percentage of each of the four

packet types, i.e. we calculate Pt, for t = 1, 2, 3, 4. In most cases, this is a straightforward

calculation, which depends upon the way the traffic profile is described.

Step 3. This is the heart of our model. We calculate the expected throughput

for this traffic in terms of packets per second, which we denote by N .

Step 4. Optionally, we can translate the packet level throughput to metrics

which a user can appreciate better, such as application level throughput in flows per

second or bytes per second. However, we have already discussed how throughput in

bytes per second is meaningless without an associated traffic profile.

We describe the components of our approach in more detail below.
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2.5.1 Experimental measurement of packet cost

Our experimental section provides a blueprint for estimating the cost of a

packet Ptfor each different packet type. Here we provide a quick recap of the approach

for completeness.

Measuring the cost of the first TCP packet.

C1= 1/maxsessiontcp where maxsessiontcp is the maximum TCP session rate. This

value can be computed using the MSRP procedure specified in section 2.4.3.

Measuring the cost of the subsequent TCP packets.

C2: 1/maxpackettcp where maxpackettcp is the maximum TCP packet rate. This value

can be computed using the MPRP procedure specified in section 2.4.2.

We can calculate the C3, C4 costs for UDP packets, by repeating the above

processes with UDP flows.

From our experimental work, having the above cost estimated in the proposed

methods provides sufficient accuracy, as we see in the validation of our method in section

2.6. For a discussion of the effect of the ACL, see section 2.7.

The important point, and a key advantage of our approach, is that the cal-

culation of these costs needs to be done only once for each firewall device. Besides,

the packet processing cost can be computed from the maximum packet and session rate

values. This provides the model to work with devices that have bottleneck other than

CPU. If the bottlenecks is the CPU, the cost parameters can also be computed by mea-

suring the CPU packet processing cost (how many milliseconds does it take to processes

a packet?) for the four different packets.

In fact, the manufacturer should be providing these costs, which can then

enable the calculation of a more accurate throughput.
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2.5.2 Translating Traffic profile

The first step in determining the throughput for a given traffic profile is to cal-

culate packet type, Pt, that our model needs. The translation process depends on what

information is available for the traffic. Naturally, if there is not sufficient information, or

there is only approximate information the accuracy of the results will vary accordingly.

For completeness, we discuss how we can calculate the Pt for some common

scenarios, and we mention how we can fill in missing information in some cases.

a. With an application level traffic profile. In our experience, most of the

traffic descriptions in this field are given with an application mix in terms of the number

flows. It easy to see that all we need here is: (a) the application traffic mix in flows,

and (b) the average number of packets per flow type. In the case where the user is not

able to provide the average number of packets, any reasonable or measurement-driven

estimate would provide a sufficient approximation.

In more detail, the target profile may be given as an application mix, Mapp

(70% HTTP, 10%DNS, 10% streaming video), while the average number of packets per

application is Napp (known or estimated). The average number of packets is
∑

appMapp×

Napp. The percentage of first packets for each application is Mapp. Once we associate

each application with the transport protocol it uses (TCP or UDP), it is straightforward

to calculate the probabilities Pt, that is, how many first, and subsequent packets, we

have for TCP and UDP.

The subtle but reasonable assumption here is that we do not have flows with

inter-packet intervals longer than the firewall time-out. If there is such knowledge, it is

easy to incorporate it, by considering flows with such time-outs as the beginning of a

new flow.
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b. Data trace from the target network with an existing firewall. This

case could arise in trying to replace an existing firewall with a new firewall that promises

an increase in throughput or functionality. Let us assume that we capture the packets

just before arriving at the current firewall. The calculation is straightforward. For TCP,

P1 is the number of TCP SYN packets, and P2 is the number of non-TCP SYN packets3

in the trace. For UDP, we can calculate the number of first UDP packets, P3, in two

parts. First, we count the first packet that we will see from a particular flow (defined

as a five tuple, as mentioned above). Second, we count the “restarts”, the cases where a

flow has not sent a packet for more than the UDP firewall time-out. The sum of these

two counts is P3. The remaining UDP packets constitute P4.

c. Data trace from the target network. This case could arise in the case

where the trace is obtained in a network before deploying a firewall.

As a first order of approximation, one can treat this as the previous case (data

trace assuming a firewall). However, if we want to be more accurate, we need to be more

careful in calculating the TCP first packet, P1, while for UDP packets, we do not need

to do anything different. Specifically, we want to consider potential TCP flow restarts,

which the introduction of a firewall may introduce. We count these flow restarts by

finding flows where consecutive packets differ by more than the TCP firewall time-out.

In those cases, we need to assume that the firewall will force a restart of the flow, and

account for it in the calculation of P1.

However, because most applications send ”keep alive” messages to resolve the

firewall timeout issues TCP restarts may not be common.

3If a non-TCP SYN packet arrives without a flow entry (i.e. by mistake or as part of a TCP SYN
attack), the firewall will search its table, and then will discard it, which we consider roughly equivalent
to a treatment of all non-TCP SYN, since in both cases the firewall will search the table and not create
a new flow entry.
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2.5.3 The Analytical Model

We present now the core component of our approach. Given the probabilities

Pt, and the cost Ct of the four packet types, the model computes the CPU utilization for

N packets per second as follows (we refer to CPU utilization, but more generally, this

is the utilization of the firewall bottleneck, which in our case seemed to be the CPU).

CPU = N ×

4
∑

t=1

(Ct × Pt) (2.1)

The maximum number of packets occurs when CPU is fully utilized. That is

when CPU utilization is 1 (= 100%). Thus, the maximum number of packets per second

is computed as follows:

N =
1

∑4
t=1(Ct × Pt)

(2.2)

Given the total number of packets N, the total number of packets for each

packet type Tt is computed by using Pt as follows:

Nt = N × Pt (2.3)

We take pride in the fact that we have reduced a complex problem to the above

equations, and specifically to equation 2.2. One may be tempted to consider the solution

as “trivial” or “obvious”. However, we would like to stress that the simplicity of the

model is based on our experimental observations, before which one did not know where

to start. For example, the fact that packet size and session size does not affect the

performance significantly is a key observation that enables our approach to be simple

yet highly accurate, as we will see in section 2.6.
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2.5.4 Translating throughput to user metrics

Once we have the firewall performance in packets per second, it is straight-

forward to calculate the throughput in any metric that the user prefers, as long as the

related information (e.g., average packet size) is available.

For example, the Traffic Translator II in our approach can be used to compute

firewall throughput in Bytes per second. Clearly, we need to relate packets to bytes.

This information can be given either as average packet size, AvgSize, for the whole

trace, in which case the throughput is N ×AvgSize. If we know the average packet size

(AvgSizet) for each packet type, the throughput in bytes/second is given as follows:

Throughput =
4

∑

t=1

(Nt ∗AvgSizet) (2.4)

Alternatively, we can calculate the maximum number of TCP and UDP flows

that the firewall can sustain for a given traffic profile:

NTCP flows = N × P1 (2.5)

NUDP flows = N × P3 (2.6)

Recall that P1 and P3 are the probabilities of first TCP and first UDP packets,

which create flow entries in the table.

The more specific information we have about the traffic profile, the more inter-

esting and specific maximum performance metrics we can calculate. For example, recall

the case where the traffic profile is given as an application mix in terms of flows, Mapp.

We can easily calculate the number of flows from each application.
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2.6 Validation of the Model

In this section, we validate the accuracy of our model by comparing its pre-

dictions with actual measurements. We perform this validation when using the model

in two scenarios—1) to estimate a firewall’s performance on normal traffic, and 2) to

estimate a firewall’s performance when under a SYN flood attack.

In the first part of our validation, we present here results from the HP TM-

Szl firewall [41]—a different device than the ones we used to develop our model in

Sections 2.5; we measure packet processing costs using the mechanism described in Sec-

tion 2.4 for the four types of packets considered in our model. We evaluate our model

on four separate profiles of normal traffic, which test different variations with respect to

protocol type, packet size, and packet counts per flow. In the second part, we evaluate

the ability of our model to predict the performance of the SonicWall firewall when under

a SYN flood attack.

2.6.1 Normal traffic

The four traffic profiles we consider are as follows. In our baseline traffic

profile TP1, 20% of flows correspond to TCP traffic and the remaining 80% of flows

are UDP. UDP flows send 100 packets/second and the average packet size is 64 bytes,

while TCP flows send 1000 packets/second, and the average packet size is 512 bytes. In

our second traffic profile TP2, we keep all parameters the same as in TP1 but make all

flows shorter; we decrease the number of packets per TCP and UDP flow to 10 and 1,

respectively. Shorter flows result in a higher rate of session creation, which as we have

shown earlier is an expensive operation for stateful firewalls. Third, in TP3, we change

the average packet sizes in our baseline profile to make packets larger; we make average
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Figure 2.10: Traffic with SYN Flood Attack: Measured versus Model Throughput

packet sizes for TCP and UDP flows to be 1024 bytes and 512 bytes respectively. Lastly,

we use the standard HTTP-32K traffic profile generated by our BPS traffic generation

tool. We analyzed the packets generated by our test tool and found that every HTTP

flow contained 52 packets which includes 3 packets each for TCP connection setup and

teardown, 1 HTTP GET, 1 ACK for the HTTP GET, 22 TCP data packets, and 22

TCP ACK packets. We used this information to compute the probabilities for our fourth

traffic profile, TP4.

For each of the four traffic profiles, we measured the maximum throughput
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that the HP TMSzl firewall could support by generating the corresponding traffic from

our traffic generation tool and scaling up the rate of the traffic until we began to observe

packet drops. We then compared the measured values with the corresponding estimates

provided by our model. Figure 2.9 shows that our model’s estimates are within 6%

of the measured values for all four traffic profiles. These results highlight our model’s

ability to predict the effects of variations in flow duration, packet sizes, and protocol

types with 96% accuracy.

2.6.2 Attack traffic

Beyond estimating the throughput that a firewall can support on the normal

traffic at a target network, sysadmin may also want to ensure that the firewall they

choose can support their traffic even when under attack. To evaluate the utility of our

model in such a scenario, we consider the problem of estimating firewall throughput

in the face of a SYN flood attack. For this experiment, we considered three different

standard traffic patterns in our traffic generation tool—UDP flows with packets of size

1518 bytes, HTTP flows with 32 KB of data, and HTTP flows with 512 bytes of data.

We subjected the SonicWall firewall to these traffic patterns in turn, and in each case,

used our traffic generation tool to launch 10K SYN packets per second in parallel.

Figure 2.10(b) compares the measured values of the throughput sustained by the firewall

with the corresponding estimates from our model. Our model’s estimates are accurate

with less than 10% error in all three traffic profiles.

The experiments reveal significant throughput change when traffic profile varies.

Thus the 5 Gbps data sheet through for the HP TMSzl [41], and the 3.9 Gbps through-

put for SonicWall [39] are over-optimistic.
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2.7 Effect of Firewall Rule Size

Finally, we performed a preliminary investigation of the effect of the firewall’s

ruleset, i.e., the set of ACLs used to filter traffic, on session rate. Packets that create

new sessions are the only packets that need to be matched against the firewall rule set,

which we can also refer to as the Access Control List. The matching algorithm tries

to find a rule (DENY or ACCEPT) that matches the flow description, or resorts to a

default action. The firewall operation is outlined in Section 2.3.

The size of the ACL does not affect the maximum packet rate. The

maximum packet rate will not be affected by the increase in the number of rules. Packets

of an already created flow will never be compared against the ACL rules.

We conducted the following experiment. Initially, we populated the ACL with

DENY rules that didn’t match our test traffic, and added a rule at the bottom to

permit the test traffic. Then we measured the firewall session rate using the Maximum

Session Rate Procedure described in section 2.4.3. The test was repeated with 0, 500,

1000,..., 5000 rules. In each case the test had to scan all the rules and match the bottom

rule which allowed the traffic to pass. The test was conducted on HP and Fortinet

devices only, because the creation of rules could be easily automated through the device

Command Line Interface (CLI), which was not the case with SonicWall.

The maximum session rate decreases as the ACL increases. We plot

the maximum session rate versus the number of rules in the ACL for HP in figure 2.11a

and Fortinet in figure 2.11b. The session rate for both devices declined by over 80%

when the rule size increased from 0 to 5000. However, 5000 rules seems like a rather

large number. Our experience from industrial deployments suggests that firewalls do

not commonly have more than a few hundred rules. For 500 rules, the decrease in the
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Figure 2.11: ACL impact on Session Rate: HP versus Fortinet.

session rate is roughly 15%. Furthermore, the firewall rule set can be optimized by

bringing firewall rules that frequently match traffic to the top of the list, which reduces

the processing overhead.

Our SyFi predictive model could be extended to consider the effect of the

ACL. However, we propose to establish benchmarks for firewall performance excluding

the ACL factor, given that optimizing the ACL is a science in its own right, and it might

be sensitive to the details of the traffic (e.g. locality of IP addresses, the specifics of

the rules in the rule set), which makes the establishment of benchmarks significantly

more complex. Furthermore, here are two arguments that suggest that our model could

provide a reasonable performance approximation in some cases. (a) a relatively small

rule size, a couple of hundred, and (b) majority of flows are subsequent packets, which

are not handled by the ACL.

Given the above arguments, we propose that the first step towards a fair re-

porting of firewall performance can exclude the effect of the ACL. Once we have clear

benchmarks for configuring the ACL and the test traffic, we can introduce them to a

more detailed model.
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2.8 Conclusion

We developed a systematic approach to predict the throughput of stateful

firewalls for a given traffic profile using a straightforward equation. Our contribution

includes identifying packet types and firewall parameters that affect performance,a mech-

anism to characterize target network traffic profile, and developed a predictive model

that generates firewall throughput in bytes and optional step to compute performance

in user desired metrics.

Firewall performance varies significantly based on the traffic mix, and as a

result evaluating the performance of firewalls using buyers network traffic profile is the

novelty of our work. The two inputs to the model can come from the buyers and sellers

of the firewall device. The buyers need to characterize their traffic profile, and the

firewall vendors could provide the firewall cost for the different packets needed by the

model. This would help avoid overbuying costly firewalls, and also reduce the potential

of buying underperforming devices which could create bottleneck in their networks. We

like to highlight that performance is one major component in selecting firewalls, but

there are other factors such as ease of use, feature set, and resilience.

Based on observations from extensive experimentation, that protocol and packet

type matter for performance, but packet sizes and number of concurrent sessions do not,

we developed a model of firewall performance that takes as input characteristics of the

particular firewall and the traffic at a target network. Our evaluations on a third fire-

wall showed that our model can estimate throughput across different traffic profiles with

over 90% accuracy. In the next chapter, we will extend our study to characterize the

performance of security products that inspect packet payload as well.
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Chapter 3

Predicting the Performance of

Network Intrusion Prevention

Systems

3.1 Overview

Network Intrusion Prevention systems (NIPS) are a key part of securing a

network. However, they introduce extensive packet latency as packets are inspected to

identify malicious content. Surprisingly, there does not seem to be a systematic way

to estimate the throughput limit that an NIPS will introduce, which can make network

management and planning difficult. Part of the challenge is that throughput can vary

dramatically depending on the traffic type mix. In our work we propose PreNIPS, a

systematic measurement-driven approach, to predict throughput of a NIPS system given

a traffic mix. Our study is based on Snort which is the most widely deployed open-source

Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention system. PreNIPS consists of three steps:
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(a) identifying and separating traffic into different classes, (b) measuring key processing

requirements for each class, and (c) predicting the performance for an arbitrary mixture

of these traffic classes. We evaluate our approach using HTTP packet traces. We

focus on HTTP traffic, the most dominant traffic on the Internet, but the model can be

extended to other traffic classes. We show that our model predicts observed performance

with an accuracy of 89% or higher. Our work is a step towards a systematic approach

to predicting and reporting NIPS performance by relating such reports to a traffic mix,

and thus, making them relevant and useful in practice.

3.2 Introduction

Network intrusion prevention systems (NIPS) are an essential component of

private network protection, but we cannot predict their effect on network performance

more accurately. NIPS sit at the firewall and inspect incoming and, often, outgoing

traffic to detect malicious behavior and attacks. Modern NIPS use a computationally-

expensive inspection engine to match packets against a set of rules that define undesir-

able traffic. These rules could vary from simple blocking of traffic from particular IP

addresses to detecting complex payload patterns that could signify embedded malware.

As a result, NIPS could add significant delay with every packet that they process, and

this can degrade the throughput of a network significantly.

Currently, there does not seem to be a systematic and reliable way to estimate

the throughput that a NIPS can support. Given the intense packet processing that we

mentioned above, NIPS performance can become a bottleneck and degrade the network’s

throughput. At this point, it seems that network administrators will either rely on

marketing brochures, word of mouth, or resort to trial and error. The implications of
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this ad hoc approach are that it makes it hard to: (a) select the right NIPS solution

for one’s network, (b) determine the appropriate software and hardware configuration,

and (c) anticipate performance issues, as network traffic patterns change. Clearly, an

overloaded NIPS will either lead to degraded network performance, or lead to“giving

up” on security to improve performance by desperate acts, such as reducing the level of

scrutiny that the NIPS will perform.

The problem we focus on is how to predict the NIPS throughput in a reliable

and cost-effective way. A key challenge is that performance depends on the mix and the

type of traffic in the network. Thus, NIPS needs to be evaluated using a traffic profile

that characterizes environment where the device is deployed. Indicatively, we show in

Fig. 3.1, how Snort throughput varies by a factor of more than 5 for different traffic

mixes: we show that UDP packets are processed much faster, while HTTP packets are

significantly slower. Thus, the problem becomes: for a given traffic mix (or a set of

traffic mixes), we want to predict the throughput that we can expect from a given NIPS

software and hardware configuration. Note again that in this study, we focus on Snort,

which is arguably the most widely-deployed open-source network intrusion detection and

prevention system. This open-source property enables us to instrument the code and

also to understand the internal operation of the system.

In our work we propose PreNIPS, a systematic measurement-driven approach

to predict the throughput of a Snort deployment given a traffic mix. Our approach re-

quires measurements for each Snort deployment, since we find that there are subtleties

in the deployment (Snort version and configuration options), and the interactions be-

tween traffic, software and hardware, that cannot generalize for all deployments. Our

approach consists of three steps: (a) profiling and determining traffic classes, (b) mea-
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Figure 3.1: Traffic type and payload-size matters: Snort throughput in bytes/second
for different traffic types: UDP, HTTP where FULL means packets with 1448 bytes
payload, as compared to 1K bytes payload in HTTP-1K.

suring key performance aspects for each traffic class, and (c) predicting the performance

for an arbitrary mix of these traffic classes. A key aspect of our approach is to identify

the minimal number of measurements needed for good accuracy, which is achieved by

defining appropriately a sufficient number of traffic classes, as we discuss later. Using

HTTP packet traces as a case-study, which is the dominant traffic in the Internet, we

show that our model predicts the observed performance with an accuracy of 89% or

higher. These promising initial results are very encouraging as a proof of concept for

our approach.

3.3 Understanding Snort Operations

Here, we describe the key functions of Snort and show how they inspire and

guide the development of our model.

Snort uses thousands of regularly-updated rules to detect malicious traffic in

both incoming and outgoing packets. We deployed Snort version 2.9.1 with Snort rule

snapshots version 2.9.05 to run our experiment. It is configured to operate as inline

Intrusion prevention system, and inspects the entire content of a flow. We observed
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5948 rules out of which 90% are TCP, 5% are UDP, 2% are ICMP and 3% are IP rules.

At its highest level, Snort consists of four major components: (a) a packet

decoder, (b) a packet preprocessors, (c) a detection engine and (d) an output function

that processes alert when an intrusion is detected. Fig. 3.2, shows the flow diagram of

these components.

Figure 3.2: Snort Components.

The packet decoder is the first snort component that translates specific protocol

elements of every sniffed raw packet into an internal data structure. Snort uses external

packet-sniffing libraries such as libpcap to grab raw packets off the wire.The preprocessor

normalizes the traffic before handing it to the detection engine in order to be able to

accurately match rules. The detection engine is the key component of Snort that detects

intrusions. It matches every incoming and outgoing packet header and its content against

a set of rules written to detect intrusions.The final component is the output system which

logs intrusion alert messages for traffic that matches Snort rules.

As expected, the detection engine is the component that introduces most of the

delay, which was as high as 90% of the processing cost in our measurements conducted
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with different types of traffic.

It is important to understand how Snort defines and uses its rules. We focus

on a few observations that inspire and guide our prediction model.

Snort rules consist of a mandatory rule header part and an optional rule

option part. The rule header has filters that operate on the packet header fields, such

as source and destination addresses, source, and destination ports, and protocol type.

The rule option part contains information used in detecting malicious patterns in the

payload of a packet.

Observation 1: Port Groups: Rules are grouped roughly by application-

level protocol. To reduce processing delay, Snort rules are grouped into what is referred

to as Port Groups based on the protocol, source and destination port defined in the

rule header fields. This grouping essentially allows Snort to use different rules for dif-

ferent application groups, such as HTTP, FTP, and POP3. By only matching packets

against the rules of the appropriate Port Group, one can reduce packet processing time.

Observation 2: How Snort matches packets. When a packet arrives

snort uses the packet’s protocol, source port, and destination port information to select

the appropriate Port Group. Then Snort performs a multi-pattern matching algorithm

on the selected rules in the Port Group to match the packet payload. Finally Snort

sequentially matches the rest of the rule option fields for the rules that match to identify

the rules that fully match, and generates alert message for the packets that match the

rest of the rule options.

Observation 3: The cost of inspecting re-assembled data. Apart from

checking each packet of a flow in isolation, Snort inspects the re-assembled content of

every flow. We use the term flow in its commonly-used sense, to refer to a stream of

packets exchanged between end-to-end systems with the same five basic tuple: source
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and destination IP address, source and destination port, and protocol type. This oper-

ation was introduced to detect malware that span multiple packets. Thus, data packet

introduces its own processing cost, but it also contributes to the processing cost of

re-assembled data processing cost.

3.4 PreNIPS: Our Performance Approach

In this section, we describe PreNIPS, a mechanism to develop a systematic pre-

dictive performance for estimating NIPS processing time, and consequently, throughput

for a mix of traffic types. It is a similar mechanism to the approach we followed in

Chapter 1 in developing SyFi for stateful firewalls, but here the content and size of

packets matters. Our approach consists of three steps.

Step 1: Traffic classes and profile. We define traffic classes and use these

classes to develop a profile for the given traffic.

Defining traffic classes: We first need to identify classes of traffic, whose

packet processing exhibits predictable behavior on average. A starting point is to define

a class for each application-level protocol observed in the traffic. Recalling Observation

1, this is motivated by how Snort packets of each application receive different treatment,

since rules are organized in Port Groups. However, one can refine this classification in

more specialized traffic classes to improve the accuracy of the model. The improvement

in the accuracy is because different types of data incur different processing cost, which

we conjecture are due to the different payload processing during the pattern-matching

operation. For example, as we will see in the next section, we use different classes for

HTTP text-based flows, and HTTP video-based flows, but a more specific classification

can be done to match the training data to the target traffic for better accuracy.
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Determining the profile of the target traffic: To predict behavior, we

need to know what the target traffic entails. Here, we describe the information that we

need to know: the number of flows for each class c, which we denote as nF lows(c), and

the average number of packets per flow, denoted by nPkts(c). Instead of the nPkts(c),

we can use the average flow-size (object size of the flow) for each class, which we

denote by flowSize(c).

Step 2: Measuring the processing cost and packet types: For each

class, we need to measure the processing cost of its packets on average, and this needs

to be done experimentally. As a first level of approximation, we could just calculate

a single processing packet cost per traffic class. However, to improve the accuracy of

the model, we can expand this by identifying types of packets that are significantly

different within each traffic class. The fundamental separation here is between: (a)

control packets with zero payload, and (b) data packets. This separation is motivated

by Observation 2: control packets do not incur payload inspection delay. Clearly, one

can define more specialized packet types, as the first control packet of a flow may incur

more delay than a subsequent control packet. However, in the next section, we argue

that the separation between zero-payload and non-zero payload is sufficient as a first

order of approximation.

From a practical deployment point of view, we want to measure the aver-

age Snort inspection time for: (a) control and other zero-payload packets, denoted by

Cost(c, 1), (b) data packets, Cost(c, 2) and re-assembly factor (rFac(c)) which is

used to compute the processing cost of checking a data packet and the processing cost

incurred to processing of re-assembled content of a flow.

We instrumented Snort code to measure the average processing time of the

detection process for data packets, control packets and reassembled content of a flow as
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follows. We start a timer counter before snort starts inspecting each packet and stop

the timer after Snort finishes inspecting the packet. We report the time elapsed as the

processing time of the packet. For statistical accuracy, we ran several flows through the

Snort box and reported the average cost for each class and for all types of packets in

the class. Clearly, the accuracy of the model improves as we use: (a) many flows for the

same class, and (b) representative or common transactions, since there may be factors

that our model might not be capturing. Note that we focus on the Snort detection

engine processing time as this takes the bulk of the processing as explained in Section

3.3.

We then compute the reassembly Factor, rFac, as the ratio of the total pro-

cessing cost for reassembled packets amortized over the total processing cost for data

packets.

Step 3: Predicting performance. Once we have the profile of the target

traffic from Step 1, and the measured parameters in Step 2, predicting the performance

is straightforward. In fact, we can estimate the performance for any arbitrary mix of

traffic, as long as these are types of traffic that we have already measured in Step 3.

Obviously the prediction will me more accurate if the training data resembles the target

network traffic.

We use the following equation to estimate the total processing time for an

arbitrary mix of these traffic classes:

Time =
N
∑

c=1

[
2

∑

t=1

[nF lows(c)× nPkts(c, t)

× Cost(c, t)× (1 + rFac(c, t))]]

(3.1)

where c refers to traffic classes, N is the number of classes, and t refers to type
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of packets. We currently propose to have two types of packets, where t = 1 refers to

control packets and t = 2 refers to data packets. Note that rFac(c, t) is 0 for control

packets (t = 0), as there is no data that gets re-assembled.

Some practical issues. The number of control packets, nPkts(c, 1), in a flow

will typically consist of: (a) a fixed number of control packets, or (b) ACK packets which

would be a function of the number of data packets. Note that the number of control

packets for class that use UDP protocol is zero. In our experiments, we observed one

ACK packet per two TCP data packets, and thus we estimated the average number of

control packets as half of the average number of data packets.

The number of data packets per class, nPkts(c, 2) can either be extracted

from the target network traffic profile, or it could computed, if we know the average size

of a flow of that class, and the average packet size of that type and class of packets.

nPkts(c, 2) =
⌈

flowSize(c)
avgPSize(c)

⌉

. This calculation can be helpful in some classes of traffic.

For example, if we manage a picture repository, it could be easier to estimate the average

size of a flow using the average image size, and using the observed average packet size,

which in some cases can be the Maximum Segment Size.

Predicting the throughput. We can also predict Throughput in terms of

bytes per second, if we are given a profile of the target traffic in terms of percentages

of flows per class, percF lows(c).

We compute the number of flows per second for that traffic profile, flowRate,

as follows. Using equation 3.1, we set Time = 1sec, and we substitute:

nF lows(c) = flowRate× percF lows(c):
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flowRate =
1

∑N
c=1[

∑2
t=1(percF lows(c)× nPkts(c, t)

× Cost(c, t)× (1 + rFac))]

(3.2)

The maximum throughput for that traffic mix is computed as follows:

Tput =

N
∑

c=1

[flowRate× percF lows(c)× flowSize(c)] (3.3)

Next, we show we can deploy the above model and evaluate its predictive

accuracy.

3.5 Applying and Validating the Model

We deploy and evaluate the accuracy of our model through a set of experiments

with HTTP traffic. As a proof of concept, we focused on two classes of traffic which

include HTTP text, and HTTP video from the CraigList, Wikipedia, and YouTube

websites. We used distinct sets to train and test our model to confirm the accuracy of

our model. Overall, the accuracy of PreNIPS is promising for the traffic classes we tried.

It has over 89% accuracy.

Testbed: We deployed Snort version 2.9.1 with rule snapshot version 2.9.05 on

a general purpose dual core 3.0 GHz processor PC with 4GB of memory. It is configured

as inline intrusion prevention system and inspects entire packet payload. We observed

a total of 5948 rules loaded out of which 90% are TCP, 5% are UDP, 2% are ICMP and

3% are IP rules. The training and test packet trace are replayed at a higher rate using

a traffic generating tool - BreakingPoint Systems, and passed through the Snort engine

to measure the detection engine processing time in microseconds for different types of

packets.
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Training Dataset: We get our datasets from widely-visited websites in an

effort to get commonly used files. We access the website, capture the packets, and

then we replay them multiple times for training purposes. The HTTP text traffic is

captured from CraigList from four categories: home (TRAIN01-txt), sales (TRAIN02-

txt), jobs (TRAIN03-txt) and community (TRAIN04-txt) websites. We also captured

four HTTP videos from YouTube’s top ten popular videos of 2012: TRAIN01-video,

TRAIN02-video, TRAIN03-video and TRAIN04-video.

Test Dataset: The validation is based on HTTP packet traces captured from

Wikipedia’s website (TEST01-txt, TEST02-txt, TEST03-txt).

Training phase. The training process is described as Step 2 of our approach.

For each class type, we considered two types of packets: control and data packets. We

measured the average processing time of: i) control packets ii) data packets, and iii) the

amortized cost for reassembled content of the data packets for each packet trace. In each

experiment, we replay the packet trace multiple times using a traffic generating tool,

Breaking Point Systems, and reported the average processing time for the three items.

We replayed the packet traces multiple times to avoid any initial processing overhead

such as initialization of Snort functions and memory. The HTTP text traffic are much

smaller in size ( tens of Kbyte) than HTTP video traffic ( tens of Mbyte) , and as

result we replayed the HTTP text packet traces 3000 times whereas the HTTP video

100 times. These numbers are randomly chosen to produce reasonable accuracy, but

the test can be replayed with a different rate. We repeated each experiment five times

to confirm the results were repeatable and we generated error bars to show there was

negligible variation. Since the variation across five repeated experiments is negligible as

we observe later, we do not see any reason to run the experiments more than five times.
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a. Different classes have different processing costs. HTTP text and

HTTP video do not differ much, as you can see in the results below. The difference is

less than 10%. This is mainly due to the fact that both packet types are matched against

the same group of HTTP Rules, and the variation is likely limited to flow content and

duration. We expect processing cost of different applications such as HTTP versus FTP

to vary significantly as the number of ruleset for each group vary to a great extent. For

instance in our experiments we observed 1739 HTTP specific rules whereas there are only

4 FTP specific rules. Recall that each traffic class is compared against only the applicable

rules as captured by Port Groups that we saw in Section 3.3. Interestingly, the results

indicate that the rules for each Port Group determine to a large extent the processing

cost. This result suggests a modeling shortcut: we can define our classes to map one-

to-one with applications (HTTP, FTP, SMTP, etc) as a first order approximation. This

conjecture will require more experiments with other application protocols to validate

more widely.

b. Processing cost is stable within a traffic class. We observed that

within a class, and for a packet type, the processing cost was quite stable, as shown by

the high prediction accuracy in Fig. 3.3 to Fig. 3.7.

• HTTP Text Packet Traces

The HTTP text packets were captured from Craigslist web pages. The Craigslist

packets were captured from four different commercial webpages for home, sale,

and job advertisements. We measured the Snort inspection time in microseconds

for the different types of packets for all four web transaction. Each experiment

was repeated five times to account for statistical noise. For each experiment, we

replayed the packet traces captured from the websites 3000 times using a traffic
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generating tool BreakingPoint Systems.

We measured the average time in microseconds taken to inspect HTTP response

packets for the four web transactions. In our deployment the payload size of the

HTTP response packets is 1448 Bytes which we believe is more common. But

the payload size could be lower if the MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) of

the network the packet is captured from is smaller than 1500 bytes. Each of the

experiments were repeated five times. Fig. 3.3 shows the measurements with

error bars that show the maximum and minimum value for each experiment.

We expected inspection time to vary based on the content of the packets as Snort is

content-aware inspection device, but surprisingly the variation is not significant.

The average inspection time per packet is 67 microseconds and the

standard deviation is 2.8.
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Figure 3.3: HTTP Text Data Packets inspection time.

Next we measure, the average time in microseconds taken to inspect control pack-

ets. These packets constituted over 50% of the total packets in our experiment,

and majority of them are ACK packets. Similarly, the experiments were repeated
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five times for all web transactions. Fig. 3.4 shows the measurements with error

bars with minimum and maximum values observed. The average time taken

to process such types of packets was 3.7 microseconds. The standard

deviation with four experiments is 0.035.
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Figure 3.4: HTTP text Control Packets inspection time.

Finally we measured the time Snort takes to inspect the reassembled HTTP re-

sponse packets, for all experiments, to reveal the additional overhead incurred

to detect malicious traffic that span across packets. Snort reassembles HTTP

response packets in sizes of 1600 Bytes (default value) and sends its content to de-

tection engine to be inspected to detect attacks that span across packets. Fig. 3.5

shows the rFac for HTTP text is 50%, and HTTP Video is 60%.That is, HTTP

text packets with payload add an additional 50% cost compared to individual

data packets whereas HTTP videos add about 60% cost. Remember that the re-

assembly Factor, rFac, is computed as the ratio of the total processing cost for

reassembled packets amortized over the total processing cost for data packets as

described in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Snort reassembly factor (rFac).

The results show the inspection cost can be characterized with little deviation for

HTTP text traffic with different content.

• HTTP Video:

In this section, we analyse the Snort Detection processing cost for different types

of HTTP videos from YouTube. The study is based on four YouTubes 10 most

popular videos of 2012: PSY GANGNAM STYLE, Somebody That I Used to

Know - Walk off the Earth, KONY 2012, and Call Me Maybe.

Similar to the HTTP text measurements, we measured the inspection time in

microseconds for the different types of packets for the four HTTP video packet

traces captured from YouTube. For each experiment, we replayed the packet

traces 100 times using the BreakingPoint Systems. Similarly each experiment was

repeated five times to account for statistical noise.

First we show in Fig. 3.6 the measured average time in microseconds taken to

inspect HTTP response packets for four YouTube videos. Each experiment was

repeated five times, and the figure includes error bars that show the maximum
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and minimum value for each experiment. The average inspection time per

packet was 57 microseconds and the standard deviation is 2.01.
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Figure 3.6: HTTP Video Data Packets inspection time.

Next we measured the average time in microseconds taken to inspect control pack-

ets. Similarly the experiments were repeated five times for all four videos. Fig.

3.7 shows the measurements with error bars with minimum and maximum values

observed. The average time taken to process such type of packets was

3.24 microseconds, and the standard deviation is 0.05.

Finally we measured the time Snort takes to inspect the reassembled HTTP re-

sponse packets, and computer the rFac. The results clearly show the total

inspection time for the re-assembled HTTP content is on average about

60% of the total inspection time for the HTTP response raw packets.

Fig. 6 shows the results.

Our measurements show the inspection cost can be characterized with little devi-

ation for HTTP videos with different content.
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Figure 3.7: HTTP Video Control Packets inspection time.

These onetime HTTP measurements for different class and types of packets can

be used in our model to compute the processing time for a given traffic mix.

Validation of the Model. We find that the model predicts Snort perfor-

mance with an accuracy above 89%. Having measured the processing cost during train-

ing, and estimating the performance using our model as discussed in Step 3. We then ran

actual measurements with the test data, and we compared the measured and predicted

performances.

Our validation is based on three HTTP packet traces captured fromWikipedia’s

website. The validation for each experiment is described below.

Experiment 1: The size of the HTTP response payload for the first Wikipedia

web transaction was 44922 bytes. We replayed the packet traces captured from this web

transaction through Snort using our traffic generating tool. We replayed the packet trace

multiple times to simulate Snort process loading the website 3000 times. We measured

the total Snort inspection time when processing the traffic. We repeated the experiment

five times to account for statitical noise.
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We also used our model to measure the inspection time in microseconds. The

packets captured consisted of 32 packets of payload size 1448 bytes, and there was an

ACK packet for every data packet so we estimate the control packets count the same as

data packets. The Snort inspection time using the model as estimated, follows.

a) HTTP response packet cost - data and reassembled packet cost:

costdata−pkts = costdata × countdata × (1 + rFac(data)

= 67.24× (32× 3000)× (1 + 0.54)

= 9, 940, 761microseconds

(3.4)

costcontrol−pkts = costcontrol × countcontrol

= 3.74× (32× 3000)

= 355, 200microseconds

(3.5)

Thus the total time with our model is 10,295,961 microseconds.

Fig. 3.8 shows the results from the model versus results from actual test. The

actual test includes error bars as the test was repeated five times. The model results are

within 96% accuracy of the average measurement of the actual test done using Snort.

Experiment 2: The size of the HTTP response payload for the second

Wikipedia web transaction was 52576 bytes. We replayed the packet traces captured

from this web transaction through Snort using a similar mechanism as employed in

Experiment 1.

We also used our model to measure the inspection time in microseconds. The

packets captured consisted of 37 packets of payload size 1448 byte, and there was an ACK

packet for every data packet. The Snort inspection time using the model as estimated

follows.
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Figure 3.8: Validation 1: Inspection time - measured vs model

a) HTTP response packet cost - data and reassembled packet cost:

costdata−pkts = costdata × countdata × (1 + rFac(data)

= 67.24× (37× 3000)× (1 + 0.54)

= 11, 494, 005microseconds

(3.6)

costcontrol−pkts = costcontrol × countcontrol

= 3.74× (37× 3000)

= 410, 700microseconds

(3.7)

Thus the total time with our model for the second web transaction was 11,904,705

microseconds.

Fig. 3.9 shows the results from the model versus results from actual test. The

actual test includes error bars as the test was conducted five times. The model was

within 90% accuracy of the average measurement of the actual test done using Snort.

Experiment 3: The size of the HTTP response payload for the thirdWikipedia

web transaction was 39697 bytes. We replayed the packet traces captured from this web

transaction through Snort using a similar mechanism as in Experiment 1.
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Figure 3.9: Validation 2: Inspection time - measured vs model

We also used our model to measure the inspection time in microseconds. The

packets captured consisted of 28 packets of payload size 1448 bytes, and there was

an ACK packet for every data packet. The Snort inspection time using the model to

estimate follows.

a) HTTP response packet cost - data and reassembled packet cost:

costdata−pkts = costdata × countdata × (1 + rFac(data)

= 67.24× (28× 3000)× (1 + 0.54)

= 8, 698, 166microseconds

(3.8)

costcontrol−pkts = costcontrol × countcontrol

= 3.74× (37× 3000)

= 310, 800microseconds

(3.9)

Thus the total time with our model for the second web transaction was 9,008,966

microseconds.

Fig. 3.10 shows the results from the model versus results from actual test.

The actual test includes error bars as the test was conducted five times. The model is
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within 89.7% accuracy of the average measurement of the actual test done using Snort.
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Figure 3.10: Validation 3: Inspection time - measured vs model

3.6 Discussion

Our PreNIPS performance predicting model establishes benchmarks for esti-

mating performance of Network Intrusion Prevention systems. Snort was used as a case

study and was configured as inline intrustion detection system. In our experiments,

Snort was configured to inspect the entire content of incoming and outgoing packets

and reassembled packets of a flow to detect attack patterns anywhere in a packet or

attacks that span across multiple packets of a flow. We also enabled all rules that detect

malicious patterns. Our model measures the Snort detection processing time for differ-

ent types of packets per traffic class once for a given deployment, to be able to predict

cost for a mix of target network traffic.

We believe predicting performance for a given Snort deployment is sufficient

as the first order of approximation. But the model can be extended to include config-

urations that improve performance with a security trade-off. For instance, Snort can

be configured to inspect limited content of a flow. Besides, some rules that are not of
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great interest to a specific network can be disabled. In the next chapter, we characterize

the performance impact of key Snort configuration items such as inspection depth and

number of rules.

We argue that our approach can be generalized to other NIPS, since traffic

class, and key deployment configuration such as inspection and rules would likely be the

important factors at first order of approximation. We intend to research this conjecture

in the future with other NIPS.

3.7 Conclusion

We propose, PreNIPS, a systematic measurement-driven approach to predict

the throughput of a Snort deployment for a given traffic mix. We opt for a measurement-

driven approach, since there are subtleties in the deployment (version and configuration

options), and the interactions between traffic, software and hardware may not generalize

across deployments. The advantage of our method is that we measure once for each

class of traffic, but then we can predict any traffic mix for the measured traffic classes.

PreNIPS exhibits very promising accuracy, which we will further stress-test in the future

with different application.

Our work can be seen in two ways. First, it can be seen a step towards a

systematic approach to predicting and reporting NIPS performance by relating such

reports to a traffic mix, and thus, making them relevant and useful in practice. Second,

it can be seen as a step towards a more in-depth understanding of Snort performance

issues.
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Chapter 4

A practitioner’s view of Snort:

fine-tuning tips and limitations

4.1 Overview

Network Intrusion Prevention systems (NIPS) are an essential part of a secure

network infrastructure, but they come with a performance-reduction trade-off, as the

packet filtering process introduces latency. Snort is arguably one of the most widely

deployed open-source Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention system, which makes

it both: (a) important to study, and (b) amenable to instrumentation for an in-depth

study. To date, there have been limited or tangential studies on understanding the

performance of NIPS from a network administrator’s point of view. In our work, we

take a deployment-oriented approach and ask two questions: (a) How can we fine-tune

the performance of our Snort deployment with the existing system parameters? (b) How

much control do we have over Snort behavior? We conducted detailed experiments with

an appropriately-instrumented Snort deployment in a testbed with real HTTP network

packet traces. First, we show how several key parameters affect the performance of
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Snort. These parameters include: flow inspection depth, number and type of rules,

and number of Snort instances. Our work arrived at usable tips on how a system

administrator can navigate trade-offs between performance and security. Second, we

explored the limitations of Snort, and found that the limited number of misleadingly-

named parameters do not offer the flexibility that a sysadmin may want. We argue

that a better understanding of Snort, and finer control on its operation could enable

sysadmins to achieve an appropriate balance between performance and security.

4.2 Introduction

You have installed Snort in your network, but your CEO complains that the

performance has degraded below an acceptable level. Now what?

Network Intrusion Prevention System (NIPS) is an essential component of

network protection, which sits at the perimeter or data center of a network and inspects

incoming and outgoing traffic to detect malicious content and attacks. NIPS uses a

computationally-expensive inspection engine to match packets against thousands of rules

that define undesirable traffic. These rules could vary from simple blocking of traffic

from particular IP addresses to detecting complex payload patterns that could signify

embedded malware. As a result, a NIPS could add significant latency in every packet

that it processes, and this could degrade the throughput of the network significantly. Our

study focuses on Snort, but we believe similar mechanisms can be used to understan

other types of NIPS. Snort is also a widely-deployed open-source Network Intrusion

Detection and Prevention System, and for that, it is important to understand how we

can tune its operation to balance the trade-off between performance.

We address the issue of Snort performance from a network administrator’s
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point of view, and ask two questions: (a) How can we tune the performance of a Snort

deployment? (b) How much control do we have in ensuring that Snort operates according

to our needs? Currently we will go as far as to say that network administrators will

either rely on word of mouth, or resort to trial and error to tune their deployment. Such

a non-systematic approach makes it hard to: fine-tune the operational parameters of

Snort, determine the appropriate configuration, and anticipate or address performance

issues in balancing performance and security.

Surprisingly, there does not exist a fundamental study on understanding the

effect that key configuration parameters have in balancing security and performance

and how Snort detect attacks especially with reassembly data. In fact, our work is

motivated by the difficulties that we faced in understanding the role of each parame-

ter and the surprising effects that they often have in practice. Most studies focus on

improving the performance of NIPS, not how to characterize the performance impact

of their configurable parameters. For example, researchers have extensively looked at

hardware accelerators [49, 50], and parallelization architectures [17, 18, 19] to enhance

performance. We discuss previous work in more detail in Chapter 5.

The contribution of our work is the development of an initial blueprint for

understanding the intrusion detection process and characterizing the tunable Snort pa-

rameters in practice. Our work is geared towards Snort network administrators and

developers, and we expect to help as performance tuning guide, and to characterize the

impact of key Snort parameters.

First, we study the impact of key Snort configuration parameters on perfor-

mance, such as flow inspection depth, type and number of rules, and number of Snort

instances. Our key performance parameter is the packet processing time of the Snort

detection engine. The Snort detection engine is the core of Snort that inspects incoming
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and outgoing packets against thousands of rules to detect malicious senders, patterns

and content. Second, we explore the limitations of Snort, and identify that the limited

and misleadingly-named parameters limit the flexibility of a network administrator.

In our testbed, we conducted detailed experiments of an appropriately-instrumented

Snort deployment as inline network intrusion prevention system with real network traffic

traces using Snort version 2.9.1 with rule version 2.9.05. We focus on HTTP traffic, since

this constitutes the majority of the Internet traffic and the majority of Snort rules (62%)

are applied to this traffic type in our deployment. Our key findings can be summarized

with the following points.

a. The HTTP inspect Flow Inspection Depth parameter has unex-

pected effect on performance. We find that the HTTP inspect Flow Inspection

Depth, a key control parameter, is misleadingly named and does not provide sufficient

flexibility to network administrators. Although one might assume that HTTP Flow In-

spection Depth determines the total number of bytes of a flow that Snort inspects,

this is not case. It turns out that Flow Inspection Depth is applied to every packet sep-

arately, and to the reassembled contents of the flow. As a result, we identify the packet

processing cost can be estimated by two-linear regimes depending on the value of the

Flow Inspection Depth as we see in section 4.4.1. Our analysis can help administrators

estimate the effect that the Flow Inspection Depth will have in their deployment.

b. Adding more Snort rules has small incremental effect on perfor-

mance. We studied the performance impact of re-ordering and disabling rules. First,

we found that the re-ordering of Snort rules does not have noticeable performance im-

pact. Second, we found that the number of rules seems to follow the law of “diminishing

returns”: adding more rules has a slight incremental increase on the processing cost.

For example, adding 766 Web Activex rules increases the processing cost by 6%, as we
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see in Section 4.4.2.

From a practical point of view, this observation suggests that unlike inspection

depth disabling rules may not lead to a quick performance improvement that one could

hope for in a time of desperate nearpeak load.

c. Deploying more processing hardware helps only when accompa-

nied by more Snort instances. Adding more hardware is the natural thought for

addressing performance issues, but Snort doesn’t take advantage of multiple cores. Thus,

we need multiple Snort instances to take advantage of the available hardware. This is

likely due to the fact that Snort is a single thread process. In quantifying this experimen-

tally, we observe an 80% performance improvement when we ran two instances instead

of one with a dual core system. This is an effective mechanism to enhance performance

without any security trade-off for systems with multiple cores.

d. Snort can fail to detect malware that carefully spans packets.

We find that if malware spans across multiple packets, it might not be detected in the

current Snort deployment. This is a consequence of how Snort operates and the limited

controls offered to network administrators. Packets are inspected and transmitted as

they arrive, and reassembled data from multiple packets of the same flow is reassembled

and inspected when it reaches a configurable buffer size (default 16000 Bytes) as we see

in more detail in section 4.4.3. Malware that spans packets that are split into different

reassembled segments would also bypass detection.

4.3 Understanding Snort Operation

We describe the key functions of Snort and show how they inspire and guide

our experimental study in more detail in Section 3.3. Here we specifically focus on the
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payload inspection process which includes packets payload and re-assembled data from

multiple packet payload.

Observation 2: Snort inspects each individual packet and the re-

assembled contents of a flow. Apart from checking each packet of a flow in isolation,

Snort inspects the re-assembled content of a flow.

a. Individual packet inspection cost: Snort inspects every packet, keeps a

copy for the re-assembled processing, and forwards the packet if it does not match any

of the filtering rules; otherwise it drops the packet and logs an alert message when it is

deployed as inline intrusion prevention system.

b. Re-assembled data inspection cost: Packets are copied in a buffer,

and when a certain buffer size is reached, the re-assembled data is inspected, and subse-

quently flushed. If malware is detected, action is taken. The Snort parameter paf max

determines when to inspect and flush the reassembled data. The default value is set to

16000 Byte, but it is configurable. The reassembled inspection process is supposed to

detect malware that spans multiple packets.

The Flow Inspection Depth parameter. Given the need to strike a balance

between security and performance, Snort allows network administrators to determine

how many bytes should be inspected for malicious content through the Flow Inspection

Depth parameter. However, the name of the parameter is misleading: the value is

applied to: (a) every packet and (b) the reassembled content of a flow. We discuss the

issues that stem from how Snort interprets and uses this parameter in the next Section.
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4.4 Snort Deployment tips

How can a network administrator lower the packet processing latency intro-

duced by Snort, and improve performance? To answer this question, we studied the

effect that several Snort configuration parameters have on performance of the Snort

inspection engine. Specifically, we studied the flow inspection depth, the number and

type of rules, and the number of Snort instances.

Testbed: We deployed Snort version 2.9.1 with rule snapshot version 2.9.05

on a general-purpose PC with dual-core 3.0 GHz processor and 4GB of memory. We

observed a total of 5948 rules loaded out of which 90% were TCP, 5% were UDP, 2% were

ICMP and 3% were IP rules. The experiment is based on HTTP text web transactions

captured from commonly visited CraigsList website. We instrumented the Snort code

to measure the detection engine processing cost in microseconds for raw packets and

reassembled data of a flow.

Our experiments mainly focus on HTTP packet traces as HTTP is the dom-

inant traffic on Internet today and the majority of Snort rules (62%) are applied to

HTTP traffic. Our study intends to assist netadmin to control the performance of Snort

especially when the system operates near capacity.

4.4.1 Inspection Depth

We studied the effect of the Flow Inspection Depth (FID) parameter as de-

scribed in Section 4.3. We found lowering the inspection depth can improve performance

significantly, specifically for large flow sizes. Naturally, the performance improvement

comes with a security trade-off as a chunk of the traffic is not getting checked for mali-

cious content.
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We set the Flow Inspection Depth to different values: 256, 512, 1024, 1448,

2048, 4096, 8192 and 16384 bytes. The measurements are based on web transactions

from CraigsList and we replayed the traffic through the Snort system deployed with the

different Flow Inspection Depth values.

The processing cost exhibits two linear regimes. We plot the Snort

inspection cost in microseconds of (a) individual packets, (b) the reassembled data, and

the (c) total cost in Fig. 4.1. The knee in the plot happened when FID is the same

as the packet size: setting FID to larger than a packet size has no further performance

effect on the individual packet inspection cost, since we were inspecting all of it anyway.

The reassembled data processing cost, though, is a linear function of the FID. In fact,

we are able to approximate the two linear regimes, which we show separately in Fig. 4.2

and 4.3.

Flow Inspection Depth: A misleadingly-named parameter with an

overloaded use. As we examined the processing cost more deeply, we identified sev-

eral issues that we could not reconcile with our intuitive understanding of what Flow

Inspection Depth (FID) was supposed to be. The name of the parameter is misleading:

the value is applied to: (a) every packet and (b) the reassembled content of a flow. For

instance, if this value is set to 512 bytes, then Snort inspects the first 512 bytes of every

packet payload and the first 512 bytes of the reassembled data of a flow.

We can better understand how Snort inspects packets and flows through a

visualization of Fig. 4.4. In Fig. 4.4.(a), we show what one would intuitively assume

that FID = K does: inspects the first K bytes of the flow. However, this scenario never

occurs in Snort, to the best of our knowledge. In Fig. 4.4.(b), we show what is inspected

when FID is less than the packet size. In Fig. 4.4.(c), we show what is inspected when

FID is larger than the packet size.
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Figure 4.1: Flow Inspection Depth versus Inspection time: the change appears when
the depth becomes equal to the packet payload size.
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Figure 4.2: Flow Inspection Depth versus Inspection time: with depth less than or equal
to 1448 bytes which is the packet size.

We consider the identification of the above behavior as a contribution of our

work. It was a non-trivial effort due to the lack of documentation or studies on the

Snort packet inspection process. In fact, the inspiration for identifying this issue came

through analyzing the performance of HTTP packet traces in Chapter 3. We had to

instrument the Snort code and observe how Snort inspects a flow by conducting exper-

iments with real packet traces. We argue that this behavior is not something that a

network administrator will expect to tune inspection depth.

Not only is the name misleading, but it also has major limitations. For example,

it is not possible to check the first K bytes of an HTTP flow and only those. We discuss

these limitations further in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.3: Flow Inspection Depth versus Inspection time: with depth larger than 1448
bytes which is the packet payload size.

Figure 4.4: Snort Inspection Process with varying HTTP inspect Flow Inspection Depth:
(a) the incorrect intuition that the name Flow Inspection Depth suggests, (b) the case
where FID is less than the packet payload size, and (c) the case where FID is larger than
the packet payload size. For simplicity, we show that multiple packets form reassembled
data (PAF) segments that are used in the reassembled inspection.
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4.4.2 Number and type of Snort rules

We examine the impact of the type and the number of Snort rules on perfor-

mance. The Snort ruleset in our experiment consisted of 5948 rules, and of which 3715

( 62%) were HTTP specific rules. Snort rules are stored in different files based on the

type of rule, such as spyware, web-activex, web-client, specific threats, backdoor, and

exploit. The rules in a specific file are activated by including the file in a Snort configu-

ration file, and the rules are loaded when Snort starts. We use HTTP packet traces as

above to conduct the experiments. Below we briefly describe our findings.

Not all rules are created equal in terms of processing cost, but adding

more Snort rules is hardly detrimental. We studied the impact of the number of

rules on the processing cost of Snort. To answer the question, we took advantage of the

grouping of rules that Snort has, which makes it easy to activate and de-activate whole

groups. Doing the same study at the granularity of individual rules introduces some

complexity, and we leave it for future work. We consider the following rule groups: 766

web-activex rules, 739 web-client rules, 17 web-cgi rules, 12 web-iis rules, 10 web-php

rules, and 196 web-miscellaneous rules.

a. Re-ordering Snort rules does not have significant impact on per-

formance. We did run several experiments by re-ordering the different groups of web

rules. We found that the re-ordering of Snort rules does not have a significant perfor-

mance impact, as we observed less than 5% variation in our experiments. The practical

implication is that an administrator should not worry about the order of the rules while

trying to optimize performance.

b. Adding more Snort rules has small incremental effect on perfor-

mance. We took the following measurements in order to identify the effect of adding
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more rules. First, we measured the Snort inspection time with only one of the snort

web rule groups enabled and the rest web rule groups disabled. We plotted the results

in Fig. 4.5. Second, we ordered the groups in increasing order of processing cost, and

we measured the increase in processing time as we added one web rule group at a time.

Our results are shown in Fig. 4.6.

Overall we found that the number of rules seems to follow the law of “diminish-

ing returns”; adding more rules has a slight incremental increased on the processing cost.

For example, in our experiments adding 766 web-activex rules increase the processing

cost by only 6%, as shown in Fig. 4.6. .

Note that the aggregate cost of multiple groups of rules is not the simple

addition of the costs of each group in isolation. The reason is that Snort synthesizes

a decision tree based on all the rules for pattern matching, and this introduces non-

linearity in the estimation of the cost.

From a deployment point of view, our observations suggest that disabling hun-

dreds of rules may not necessarily lead to a quick performance improvement that one

could hope for in a time of desperate near-peak load. Besides disabling rules imposes

security risks and requires in-depth knowledge of the impact.

4.4.3 Multiple Snort Instances

A natural thought for relieving a bottleneck is to throw in more hardware

resources. In our case, we considered the use of more processors. One can see two ways

of adding an extra processor: having one Snort instance with two processors, and having

two Snort instances, each running on a processor core.
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Figure 4.5: Inspection time for different rule groups.

We conducted three experiments to understand the performance impact of

running multiple snort instances with a multi-core processor. In the first experiment,

we activated only a single processor core and ran a single instance of Snort. In the second

experiment, we activate two processor cores, and run a single instance of Snort. In the

final experiment, we activated two processor cores, and run two instances of Snort,

allowing the operating system to assign each to its own processor core. The results

in Fig. 4.7 show no significant differences regardless of whether a single or dual-core

processor is used when a single instance of Snort is running. But when two instances

of Snort are running, the performance improves by over 80%. Upon closer inspection,

the addition of a second processor in one Snort instance does not help in a significant

way, as it is a single-thread system. However, we wanted to quantify the benefits by the

addition of Snort instances and processors.

Note that while using two Snort instances one has to make sure that each flow

is handled in its entirety by one instance, which could be accomplished with a “load

balancing” system that uses persistent hashing on the flow information. However, such
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Figure 4.6: Increase in inspection time with more rule groups added.

considerations extend beyond the scope of this study.
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Figure 4.7: Snort instances: maximum throughput in bytes/second with different num-
ber of CPUs and Snort instances.

4.5 Limitations of Snort and Discussion

We provide some additional discussion on limitations and performance issues

of Snort.
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4.5.1 Limitations of Snort

We discuss the limitations of Snort we noticed while conducting extensive per-

formance experiments with HTTP packet traces using instrumented Snort code. We

expect these findings to provide insight on how Snort operates internally and assist

in understanding what performance improvements and level of security to expect with

certain types of configurations. We describe two key observations below.

a. Snort offers limited flexibility on limiting the amount of bytes of a

flow to inspect to sysadmin We find that the HTTP inspect Flow Inspection Depth

parameter is misleadingly named and does not provide sufficient flexibility to network

administrators as we saw in Fig. 4.4.

(i) Luck of control: Sysadmins cannot fully control which bytes will be checked

by the Snort engine for malicious content. For example, we find that it is typically not

possible to check the first K bytes of a flow and only those.

(ii) Wasteful Repetition: In some cases, the engine will check multiple times,

especially in the case where FID is less than the packet size, as in in Fig. 4.4. (b).

In that case, the payload of the first packet of a flow is inspected twice as part of the

individual packet and the reassembled data.

b. Snort can fail to detect malware across packets. It is a somber

realization that if the malware spans multiple packets, it may not be detected, despite

the inspection of the reassembled content. This can happen even if we set the Flow

Inspection Depth to be equal to the size of the paf max parameter which defines the

size of the re-assembled data. We can identify two cases.

(i) Malware that spans packets within the same reassembled data: Even if

FID = paf max, the malware will be detected after the packets have been forwarded:
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the packets get forwarded before the reassembled inspection. Thus, the malicious packet

will be already processed by the application, and the detection may come too late. This

is due to the fact that packets are inspected and transmitted as they arrive, and re-

assembled data is inspected when it reaches a paf max size.

(ii) Malware that spans across reassembled data: If the malware is contained

in packets that span different reassembled data (Fig. 4.4), then it would bypass Snort

detection. This issue could be addressed if the buffer for reassembled data operates a

sliding window, in which case, it would hopefully contain the whole malicious code at

some point. However, that could increase the processing cost significantly.

The bottom-line is that a carefully crafted attack that will span packets across

the boundaries of the reassembly inspection can evade detection.

4.5.2 Discussion

Here we discuss two additional mechanism that can help network administra-

tors improve performance of a Snort deployment. Note that we did not experiment upon

or assess the above methods, and they are reported here for completeness.

a. Whitelisting traffic sources. Bypassing traffic from trusted sources is

one of the best mechanisms to improve Snort performance. Whitelisting allows Snort

to not inspect traffic from a trusted IP Address, port, and protocol. The detection

engine expedites processing of trusted traffic as it avoids the costly pattern matching

of the contents of the flow. This allows Snort to reserve its resources for traffic from

traffic sources that are less trusted. In fact, Snort has a built-in capability, through

its configuration files, to enable network administrators not only to whitelist source IPs

but also specifying fairly complex whitelisting rules. Below are some examples of Snort

rules to pass trusted traffic.
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• pass icmp HOME-NET any <> any any (msg: ”Ignore all ICMP Traffic from local

network”; sid: 1000001;)

• pass ip ADMIN-NET any <> any any (msg: ”Ignore all traffic from admin Net-

work”; sid: 1000002;)

b. Reducing false positives via selective rule de-activation. Another

way that network administers can improve Snort performance is by analyzing their logs

and disabling rules that cause many false positives. Not only does this reduce the number

of false alerts, but as in most string matching efforts, rules that match typically incur

greater processing costs as well. However, de-activating a single rule is more involved

compared to the whitelisting that we mentioned above.

4.6 Conclusion

We analyzed key Snort intrusion prevention deployment tips to help lower its

packet inspection latency which inturn improves snort performance. The Snort parame-

ters examined include flow inspection depth, number and type of Snort rules activated,

and number of active Snort instances. Our experiments quantify the improvements and

Network administrators can use these tips to maintain the performance of their NIPS

as traffic volume and Snort rules increase in their network overtime.

We conducted several experiments to characterize the impact of these deploy-

ment factors. Our study focused on HTTP traffic as it is the dominant Internet traffic

today and the majority of Snort rules are applied to HTTP traffic, but similar mecha-

nisms can be used to understand the behaviour of other types of traffic. The study also

enabled us to learn key Snort deployment limitations. Snort fails to stop attacks that

span across multiple packets, and which fall across different reassembled data. Besides
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we observed Snort inability to stop packet inspection beyond a configured HTTP flow

inspection depth due to the way the Snort detection process operates. Snort applies the

configured HTTP inspection flow depth to every raw and reassembled packet. Moreover,

Snort fails to take advantage of multiple cores unless multiple instances are running as

it is a single thread process and runs on one core only.

This study can be seen as a step towards a more in-depth understanding and

quantifying of the impact of key Snort performance tuning parameters. In the future

we intend to study the effect of Snort parameters for other types of traffic.
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Chapter 5

Related Work

There is a continuous rise in security device deployment [25] to protect pri-

vate networks from sophisticated threats. Firewalls have evolved from a simple packet

filtering engine which deny or allow packets based on packet headers to more intelli-

gent stateful firewalls which keep track of connections [26, 27, 28]. The next generation

firewalls inspect packet payloads to detect vulnerability and viruses. The complexity

of firewalls has increased packet processing overhead and hence introduced delays in

networks. Despite this trend, and the real possibility of firewalls slowing down or even

bringing down entire networks, characterizing firewall performance using realistic traffic

profiles was a less studied area.

RFC 2544 [29] has been the industry leading network interconnecting device

benchmarking methodology since 1999. RFC 2647 [30] extends the terminology estab-

lished with definitions specific to firewalls. It specifies device throughput to be tested at

64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 and 1518 Bytes frame size. Firewall vendors exploit RFC 2544 by

publishing performance measurement in bytes conducted with UDP full packets (1,518

bytes) only. Clearly, this does not reflect a typical enterprise traffic mix, which involves
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different protocols and packet sizes.

Some vendors publish IMIX (Internet Mix) performance numbers [34]. The

idea is inspired by the network traffic pattern Studies from Ames Internet Exchange

which reveals the majority of Internet traffic falls into one of the following four frame

sizes: 40 byte packets; 1500 byte packets 552 byte packets and 576 byte packets. But

there is no standard that defines the IMIX percentages and protocol type. Furthermore,

third-party testing agencies such as NSS [31] measure firewall performance using a pre-

defined traffic mix which is a step in the right direction. However, this approach has its

limitations as the results are not applicable for the user that may have a different traffic

mix.

The focus of the research community has been on firewall rule optimization, de-

tecting firewall rule errors, detecting anomalies and improving firewall design to prevent

such errors from happening in the first place. A number of studies proposed techniques

to optimize firewall rule ordering for better performance [1, 2, 3, 4]. In [5], an algorithm

for removing all the redundant rules in a firewall policy is proposed.

Several mechanisms were developed to help users detect firewall policy errors.

Some developed a query-based firewall analysis system to assist firewall administrators

to understand and analyze the function of their firewalls by issuing queries [6, 7, 8].

Others proposed mechanisms to detect all pairs of conflicting rules [9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

Similarly, techniques for detecting anomalies and vulnerabilities are presented in [14, 15,

16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

Several proposed a new firewall design to resolve the firewall rule error inherent

in today’s firewall. In [21], structured firewall design method was proposed to address

the consistency problem, the completeness problem, and the compactness problem. The

verification of distributed firewalls is studied in [22]. In [23] presented algorithms for
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Firewall policy to change impact analysis of firewall policies. In [24], Liu presented an

algorithm for verifying firewall policies.

Previous studies on Network Intrusion Prevention systems largely focused on

improving the quality and performance of the detection engine. Pattern matching algo-

rithms that match network traffic against a database of signatures are widely studied in

a variety of network and security applications. Earlier works [42, 43] describe simple, ef-

ficient pattern matching algorithms to find all occurrences of keywords in a given string.

Other studies [44, 45, 46, 47, 48] present fast and memory-efficient pattern matching

technique that scale with the growth of signatures.

Some studies focus on hardware accelerators to improve packet processing over-

head. Studies such as [49, 50] generated multiple specialized circuits for regular expres-

sion matching automation to search the streaming data in parallel. Yu et al. [68] devel-

oped a Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) based multiple-pattern matching

scheme which handles complex patterns. Other previous work [69] generated a new set

splitting algorithm (SSA) that reduces the TCAM memory and power consumption.

A significant work has focused on reducing false positive which are well known

occurrence [51, 67] which diverts IT admin from studying and resolving real attacks,

besides degrading network performance. These studies [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57] have

developed mechanism to use local network information to provide additional context to

attack alerts to reduce false positives.

The inability of NIPS to cope with the constant increase in traffic volume and

attack patterns has led to studies that focus on building scalable NIPS using Paralleliza-

tion. Kruegel et al. [58] presented an approach that makes the rule matching process

parallel. Other studies such as [59, 60] presented a mechanisms to distribute load with

minimum correlation information loss. Sommer et al. [61] looks at ways to use multi-core
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processors for parallelization.

Some studies focus on maintaining NIPS function during an overloaded situa-

tion which is probably the most relevant study to our work. Previous work [62] gracefully

responds to overload conditions by storing selected packets in secondary storage for later

processing while using randomization to avoid predictable evasion by sophisticated at-

tackers. Another study [63] presents a selective packet discarding approach to continue

inspecting selected packets when the device resources do not allow inspecting all of

monitored traffic.

We are not aware of a study that quantifies the performance characteristics of

stateful firewalls and network intrusion prevention sytems for different traffic profiles,

and configuration types. Industrial datasheets provide performance numbers but are

much more limited in scope [64], and are unrealistic [37]. Perhaps the most closely re-

lated work in terms of resource based performance analysis is [65, 66]. Dreger et al. [65]

That effort developed nidsconf, a tool that examines Intrusion Prevention Systems re-

source utilization and automatically derives configurations that prevent bursts of packet

drops due to spikes in CPU and memory utilization. That work differs significantly from

our work. We develop a predictive model that estimates performance of NIPS deploy-

ment for a given traffic profile, whereas [65] areis doing inline re-configuration based on

resource utilization.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

We study and model performance impact of network security devices, which

inspect incoming and outgoing packets to enforce security policy or detect malicious

attacks. Our study focuses on three commercial stateful firewalls which inspect packet

headers to enforce security policy and a typical Network Intrusion Detection and Pre-

vention system, Snort, which inspects packet headers and payload to detect malicious

traffic.

In this study, first, we identify the key components that affect the performance

of these devices, and then develop a model to predict the performance of these devices

for a given traffic mix. We only need to do one time measurements to identity the key

performance metric of these devices, and then the model can be used to estimate the

throughput of these devices for any traffic profile that represents the network environ-

ment where the device is to be deployed.

We develop two separate models: i) SyFi for stateful firewalls and ii) PreNIPS

for Network Intrusion Prevention systems. The stateful firewall model is based on mea-

surements conducted on two stateful firewalls and a third firewall was used to validate
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the finding. Our evaluation on a third firewall shows that our model can estimate

throughput across different traffic profiles with over 94% accuracy. PreNIPS is based on

measurements conducted on a Snort deployment with several HTTP packet traces, and

validated with HTTP packet traces captured from different websites. Our measurements

show PreNIPS has over 89% accuracy.

Finally we analyze Snort detection engine tuning mechanism to help sysadmin

maintain the performance in their network with constantly increasing traffic volume and

rules that detect new attacks. The Snort parameters examined include inspection depth,

number of rules activated, and number of Snort instances. Our study can be seen as a

step towards a more in-depth understanding of the performance impact of key tunable

Snort parameters and quantifies the performance effect of these parameters. We also

discuss the limitations of Snort, which include the inability to stop inspection after a

fixed Bytes of a flow and to thwart attacks that span across multiple packets that appear

in different reassembled data.
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